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Cobrain, Dave, NMENV
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Amdurer, Mike <mike.amdurer@CBIFederalServices.com>
Friday, February 28, 2014 11 :46 AM
Cooper, Thomas; Blaine, Tom, NMENV; Kieling, John, NMENV; Cobrain, Dave, NMENV;
Reuter, Stephen, NMENV; BITNER, LUDIE W JR GS-13 USAF AFMC 377 MSG/CEIR;
Agnew, Diane; McBee, John SPA; Clark, Scott C Civ USAF AFMC 377 MSG/CEIR; Branson,
Victoria R Civ USAF 377 MSG 377 MSG/CEIR
RE: Qtrly Rpt Acceptance letter and table
RTC_ QuarterlyReportCom mentsFrom NMEDLetterDated2-13-14.pdf

Per AF request, Response to Draft NMED Comments on Quarterly Reports is attached for discussion on Monday.

~-

Mike Amdurer
Director
CB&I Federal Services
Office: 303-486-2503
Mobile: 303-513-1155

-----Original Appointment----From: Cooper, Thomas
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 4:35 PM
To: Cooper, Thomas; Blaine, Tom, NMENV; Kieling, John, NMENV; Cobrain, Dave, NMENV; Reuter, Stephen, NMENV;
BITNER, LUDIE W JR GS-13 USAF AFMC 377 MSG/CEIR; Amdurer, Mike; Agnew, Diane; McBee, John SPA; Clark, Scott C
Civ USAF AFMC 377 MSG/CEIR; Branson, Victoria R Civ USAF 377 MSG 377 MSG/CEIR
Subject: Qtrly Rpt Acceptance letter and table
When: Monday, March 03, 2014 2:00 PM-4:00 PM (GMT-07:00) Mountain Time (US & Canada).
Where: CBI office/ 877-346-9613 PC 8445553

All
We would like to request a meeting to discuss the recently received Draft letter concerning the quarterly
report acceptance and attached table. A number of the comments potentially impact in process reports (RFI, SVE Pilot
Test Report).
Please let me know if this time works or suggest an alternate.
Thanks
Tom Cooper

This e-mail and any attached files may contain CB&I Federal Services LLC (or its affiliates) confidential and
privileged information. This information is protected by law and/or agreements between CB&I Federal Services
LLC (or its affiliates) and either you, your employer or any contract provider with which you or your employer
are associated. If you are not an intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and delete all
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copies of this e-mail; further, you are notified that disclosing, copying, distrio ing or taking any action in
reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
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Project:
Document:

Kirtland AFB
Quarterly Pre-remedy Monitoring and Site Investigation Reports; Quarter I, 2013 ; Quarter 2, 2013 ; Quarter 2, 2012

Contract:

W912DY-IO-D-0014, Delivery Order 2

Reviewer:

Unknown NMED staff

Item

Reference

I

Second quarter
2013 Report;
ES, First Bullet

I Section: I NMED
Comment

From the second quarter 2013 report, Executive Summary, first bullet states "Based on the three-dimensional (3D)
distribution of soil and vapor concentrations, most of the vadose zone contaminant mass is located within 100 to
150 feet above the present-day water table at depths of350 to 500 feet below ground surface (bgs)." In contrast to
this statement, Figures 2-2 through 2-4 of the Stage 2 Abatement Work Plan for the Soil Vapor Pilot Test at the
Bulk Fuels Facility (ST-I 06), December 11 , 2002, show considerable contamination in the upper 300 ft of the
vadose zone, especially beneath the location of the Fonner Fuel Offloading Rack. Since the last known leak was
reportedly repaired in 1999, it seems likely that the upper portion of the vadose zone would still contain
considerable fuels-related contamination. Describe how the contaminant mass is distributed throughout the vadose
zone, including the upper 350 feet bgs, with emphasis on the vicinity of the Fonner Fuel Offloading Rack.
[Ongoing comment]

Date:

I 13 February 2014

Does comment
appear In
previous
NOD/letter?

Response

Yes, Comment 1.
Q22012 RTC

Nonconcur: The 2002 data is 12 years old and was collected shortly after the leak was
repaired. During the past 12 years it is likely that "barometric pumping "and natural
attenuation have reduced shallow soil and vapor concentrations. Shallow soil sampling
completed during Quarter 3 CY 2013 has delineated the soil contamination in the
vicinity of the FFOR and these data have been incorporated into the RF!. Soil vapor
cross sections and vapor plume maps show the contamination in the vicinity of the
FFOR. but do not indicate contamination concentrations as high as earlier samples
found in this area Additional contamination in the vadose zone at depth would be
reflected in soil vapor sampling, which provides an indication of the relative
concentrations of contaminants over a wide area.
Text will be revised to clarify the distribution of contaminants in soil and soil vapor.

2

3

Second
quarter 2013
Report,
Figure 4-10
Second quarter
2013 report,
Executive
Summary,
p. ES-2, second
bullet

From the second quarter 2013 report, correct Figure 4-10, and other similar figures, as necessary to describe if the
figure is supposed to represent Total VOC Vapor as in the figure title, or lab TPH Vapor, as in the legend. [Ongoing
comment]

No

The second quarter 2013 report, Executive Summary, p. ES-2, second bullet, states, "based on the data collected todate and the soil concentration footprints at various depths, the soil concentrations indicate that the non-aqueous
phase liquid (NAPL) migrated in a predominantly vertical direction along relatively narrow pathways until it
reached the capillary fringe above the water table where it spread out in horizontal directions. The PneuLog testing
has further delineated these pathways." Provide profiles that depict the " relatively narrow pathway" (width and/or
location) and the capillary fringe spreading, supported by NAPL concentration data from soil samples. Also, explain
how the PneuLog testing. which consists of only three of the proposed nine tests, "further defined these pathways."
[Ongoing comment]

No

Because this comment could have a significant impact on NMED's acceptance of the
RFI, CB&I requests a meeting with NMED to resolve this comment prior to
submission of the RFI for AF/USACE review or to NMED.
Concur: Figure titles and/or legends will be reviewed and corrected in future
Quarterly Reports.

Nonconcur. Vapor cross sections and maps show soil vapor hot spots under the
fonner fuel lines at shallow depths. The lack of significant detections ofNAPL in
deeper vadose wne soil samples around the FFOR is in itself evidence that the NAPL
did not spread out until it reached the capillary fringe and water table. Searching for a
narrow vertical pathway from the surface to 400 ft bgs would not provide a technical
benefit in the evaluation of remedial options. Additional contamination in the vadose
zone at depth would be reflected in soil vapor sampling, which provides an indication
of the relative concentrations of contaminants over a wide area.
Because this comment could have a significant impact on NMED's acceptance of the
RFI, CB&I requests a meeting with NMED to resolve this comment prior to
submission of the RFl for AF/USACE review or to NMED.

4

Second quarter
2013 report

The site geology section is very sparse and the site model characterization effort is insufficient. The vertical extent
of contamination in groundwater is not established in the northern portion of the EDB plume. From the second
quarter 2013 report, existing geophysical and geologic data are not fully integrated into the geologic model or
crosssections. Include data from KAFB production wells, the Veteran's Administration well, Ridgecrest #3 and 5,
and the ABCWUA Trumbull wells. Because the base production wells and the ABCWUA wells in the area are
deeper than the monitoring wells, these wells may be the only source for geologic information for deeper parts of
the aquifer (geophysical logs are available for many of these wells). The interpretation of geophysical logs from
these wells can provide a structural and hydrogeologic framework within which the site conceptual model must fit.
There is insufficient characterization beneath the source area and where the contamination enters the groundwater.
Cross section density should be greater in this area as well as delineation of lithologic units which can affect
downward migration of the contaminants in the vadose zone as well as beneath the water table. [Ongoing comment]

Yes, Comments 3
and 5, Q4 2010,
June 16, 2011 letter

Non concur: The northern portion of the EDB plume is bounded by two intermediate
depth wells (KAFB-106205 and KAFB-106202) and two deep wells (KAFB-106206
and KAFB-106203) that have non-detections for EDB. Wells to the northeast of these
are also non-detects for EDB for four consecutive quarters, thus bounding the plume.
CB&I believes that the plume is adequately characterized to inform remediation
evaluations for final remedy .
There are seven deep wells (KAFB-106096, KAFB-106066, KAFB-106068, KAFB106081, KAFB-106062, KAFB-106061 , and KAFB-106078) below the historic NAPL
footprint in the source area with non-detects for EDB and BTEX contaminants for four
consecutive quarters, adequately characterizing this portion of the aquifer.
Additionally. there are no measured vertical gradients across the plume area
The existing USGS regional model provides sufficient regional geologic data. and has
been used in the five groundwater flow and/or transport models that are currently
under development.
Because this comment could have a significant impact on NMED' s acceptance of the
RFI, CB&I requests a meeting with NMED to resolve this comment prior to
submission of the RFI for AF/USACE review or to NMED.
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2013,wpart.

Tallle2-3.
7

AppmdixA,
~A-1
S--quater
2013 ieport,
AppendixA,

TlllleA-1.
Table2-3

F,_the_.....,. 2013 ieport, Table:Z-3 lillllhewal Ma RA!Covay (pl/plriod)a ll,22S for the_.
Qua-. 2013. Appmdix A, Tele A-1 liD 13,405 a Tollll Mal Depaded (pl/period) far the- period. &plain
tbe4iftilr.-in..._ ____ (Oiw,ing-)

F - lhe-"' ..-2013 nport, Appendix A, Table A-1 lim Maa Depaded (Ibo/period) a 83,111 forlhe 2nd

No

Qaw af2013. Table :Z-3 lills 69,593 far Tollll Ma ltecovwy (h'pcriocl) for the-period. Table 2-3 _,
lilla 1311 bounmap,nlian for the period. l!lq,lain l h e ~. Claify wt11e-..-clepadalion pshour
ia 63 ~ ((83111 lba/ptriodY(l317 ln'periad)) cw S211Jw'hour ((69593 lbo/peric,cl),ll3171n'periad))'I In edhs
- . explain why the.,_ ia 11111 perfonniaa • ill deoip capacity .,r i w ~ 92/lbolhr. (Onping

c-.

Pleae-reopameloc-t#6.

The 88 lbl,tir "delign capacity" is the maimam that the l)'llem ~ apen1e a - like
could CGlllinually 11111 al 150 mph, and need ISYiciDa- Any unit, be it
in a dlemical plant in a conlldlod ~ with 241365 monitorin& cw an outdoor
SVE . , - . haan"..,.... ,_,.whic:11 isddamined by the porcent oflime it is
running and the_.., pmduclion ,_(..._it isonline) compaed In lhedesip
capecity. A typical chemical plant unit waulcl 11111 11 an avenp of BS to 90% of desi1111

•-tbal

-1

capacity.
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Finl..,._
2013 npart,
Table2-4

p,_ lhefint I\UIIW2013 ieport, Table 2-4 illlpliel 1h11 SVB TOlal Maa a-..y - 19,259 lbllperiod and
~Qwllrly Biadepadalion ......... 24,1991bt/period ofllllal-, cw about 130%ofSVB Talal Mas
RA!Covay. (It ia ,__w11y c..ut.d Qimal) Biodtjaataion(lbs)Qt 2013 wluei1 intbeTallll Mas
rt-,(111/periodcoa-). Tlllle2-4oftlieQ,aterlyPre-a-.lJManiaaringandSitel..-iplioaleport
0l:tolM,r- Decomber 2012 (41h . . , _ 2012) ,,__ for Tollll Maa ltecovwy by Unit 249- lll,4SS lbllperiod and
Ille Calculaled Q,aterly Bioclepadaim wlue was 629.8 (....,_ unit). It ia 11111 d - if the llllils shoulcl be
n.'poriod a in Table 2-4 oftbe F'nt Quater 2013 Report cw pl/period, a in lhe cohmm beading of the 41h qumter
2012 iwport. In ray-, t h e - ~ of wlllel for Calculaled Q,aterly Bioclepadalion divided by Total
Maa ltecovwy (lbs/period) ia oboul 3.5%. &plain wh, thse is such a large discnpancy in the nlio of
biCIRllllldillian and SVE-removal in the 1• qim111r 2013 venusdle41h qusm 2012 (130% and 3.S %,
respectiwly). Also submit infonnllionlo da:ify data indicaled in Ibis conancat .. unc:1-, including the unit of
- f o r the Calculaled Q,aterlJ Biocleatadalion valueof629.B. (Ongoing comment
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No

The delign bui1ofthe SVE l)'DIII WU 1600 SCFM a 2S% of the l..ELfor peoline.
The LBL for guoline ia 1.38% vlv-, tllcnbe.dle deoip bail is 0.34S % Y/v, or 3450
flPIIIY. W"dh a .-,line molecular ,wipt (MW) of IOS, Ibis rauhs in Ille 88 lb/hr
delign cspacity. a.-, the infll.--llion .4Yl!pOl'a nries (AugmlSeplanber 2013 LEL- 1.2%. whidl with t"'-(MW 92)~giveamaximum
.. o( 70 Ilia/hr.
c-r:,.__lerpcllllllloC-#7
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secoadq,.w
2013 repon.
Table2·3
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........
2013n,port,
Tallle2-3

13

14

15

Second quarter
2013 report,
cross sections
and map view
figures in
Section 4
Second quarter
2013 report,
e.g ., Figures 4-3
and 5-7
Second quarter
2013 report,
Section 5.2

fn,m the lellOlld quater 2013 report, Tobie 2-31ills 83.111 u tbe Calc:ulaed Quaterty Biocle&radalion (lbs) Q2
2013 in . . Tolal MaaRem.wy (pl/plriod)eohann. Clarify ifthellllil o f _ ii pauadoor ..0-.

rn.....--1
F""" the secoad quarter 2013 repon. explain t h e ~ bee-, the A-.p lnll- Vapor c-.tion
(ppmv) cahaM and lnfhal Vapor e-.aniian column (ppmv) cm Table 2-3. Alto mcplain the need far many of
the_and..,...,,.._lhaldonot-ill the""""'- o r , _ . - . . • - rOnanino-1
F""" lheoeoondqi.-2013 repon.aplain ifthelllllll-~ iabaed on
lllbanfa,y

fielcl__.,

No

Caacu: Please -

No

C-r: F - quatorly repons, Slanina with the Finl Quarter 2014 Quaterty
Repo,t, will be rwiNd to add a loolnote on table explaining each.

No

Naacaar: 11,e two values giva for recoveiy ... in two clifr.nllt units. 11,77S
pl/pmiod and 76,S.W 111/periad.
factor ia 6.S lblpllon (which - ) , 1herefole I l,77S•6.S •76.537.S. lafillurequaaly npcll1S -will ...-ediia

;wwaata,ul-alhor-(Table:Z-3),adexplainwbythereiaa........., l,ot-,thetwo

dil&nnl--.10naoial--l

--a

response to Cammont #6

The-.....

iaclew.
C - . v.a- will be cbecbd and clilcnpa,c:ies explained in future quatorly

p,_ the
quats 2013 npart, in Table 2-3 explain why there is a hiflher ..-.iion ofTolal Lab voe.
(for both CS-C12 ORO and C8-Cl2 ORO)_. II the CATOX-far the 1111111 ofKAFB-1061~ and
KAl'B-106161-mn-.&plainwhythelabor-,yVOC- ... muchtow.lhatbefieklVOCrmulls.

No

From the second quarter 2013 report, there are instances where the contours in cross section figures in Section 4 do
not agree with map view figures in Section 4. For example Figure 4-S shows the concentration of total VOC vapor
as less than IO ppmv at the western edge of line F-P at the 350 feet depth, while the map view Figure 4-3 shows the
concentration as greater than 10 ppmv at that same location. Map views and crosssection views of the same
parameter should match. Correct the figures. [Ongoing comment]

Yes, Comment 3,
Q4 2010, June 16,
2011 letter

Concur: The colors on the plan view section (Figure 4-3) are blocky due to the grid
size of the JD model . In some cases, the color .. bleeds" outside of the contour lines. In
future quarterly reports, starting with the First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report, the
maps will be corrected so that plume coloring and contouring agree.

From the second quarter 2013 report, the color-coded contouring intervals included in the legend in some figures,
(e.g., Figures 4-3 and 5-7), are not all inclusive. For example, in Figure 4-3 a value of I 0,500 ppmv does not fit
within the I, 100-10,000 ppmv colorcoded area or the 11 ,000-18,000 ppmv color-coded area. Correct all such errors.
[Ongoing comment]
From the second quarter 2013 report, Section 5.2, Liquid-Level Data, first and second sentences state" [s]tarting
with First Quarter CY 2012, liquid levels were measured on quarterly basis as opposed to monthly basis in all
Kirtland AFB BFF Spill site wells (Table 5-2). As stated in the QAPP, which was accepted by the NMED letter
dated 27 August 2012, groundwater level and LNAPL measurements will be conducted on a quarterly basis for
years 2012 through 2014." While NMED did acknowledge the QA plan was complete in its letter of August 27,
2012, it did not note the change from monthly to quarterly water level measurements. Any such change in the
frequency of water level measurements should have been proposed as a revision to the Groundwater Investigation
Work Plan. NMED does not consider quarterly groundwater measurements to be sufficient at this stage of the
investigation and with changing groundwater conditions (rising water levels). The Pennittee must continue monthly
groundwater
measurements [Ongoing comment]

Yes, Comment 3,
Q2 2012 RTC

Concur: Contour intervals will be corrected in future quarterly reports.

Yes, Comment 5,
Q22012RTC

Noocoocur: Water level measurements were taken monthly during the first year of
CB&l's contract and moved to quarterly in accordance with Section 3.1.1 .1 of the
NMED accepted Quality Assurance Project Plan, delivered to the NMED in August
2011 and accepted on 27 August 2012. Quarterly measurements are sufficient to
characterize seasonal variability and the longer-tenn direction and magnitude of water
table elevation, characterize the site, and develop remedial alternatives. Furthennore,
other sites at Kirtland AFB with groundwater monitoring are on quarterly or semiannual schedules for water level measurements. The Groundwater Investigation Work
Plan will be updated .

n,podS.

r,.__,__,

3

Because this comment could have a significant impact on NMED' s acceptance of the
RFI, CB&! requests a meeting with NMED to resolve this comment prior to
submission of the RF! for AF/USACE review or to NMED.

16

second quarter

2013 report,
Figure 5-2

From the second quarter 2013 report, the shallow groundwater potentiometric surface map (Figure 5-2) does not
cover a large enough area Wells KAFB-510, KAFB-0519, KAFB-0118, KAFB-0119, KAFB-0121 , KAFD-015,
KAFB-016, KAFB-003, the VA Hospital, Ridgecrest 3, Ridgecrest 5 and the recently completed ABCWUA

Yes. Comment 8,
Q2 2012 RTC

Groundwater levels are currently collected at KAFB-0118, KAFB-0119, KAFB-0121 ,
and KAFB-510 and included in Appendix E-2 of the Quarter 3 CY 2013 Report and

will continue to be included in future quarterly reports. Groundwater elevation maps
in future quarterly reports, starting with the First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report, will
be updated to include these welts with elevations only. The existing BFF welt network
provides sufficient contouring for plume characterization.

Trumbull wells should be added to the map. The static groundwater elevations from the water supply wells should
be posted on the map (but may not necessarily be used for contouring). Resubmit the figures with the data added as
indicated in this comment. [Ongoing comment]

Groundwater levels are not currently collected at well KAFB-0519 as part of the BFF

project. This well is currently included in groundwater monitoring as part of the ECOS
project. Groundwater elevation data for this well will be included on figures in the
First Quarter 2014 Report; the well will not be included in the contouring of
groundwater elevations.

The Permittee does not have access to static groundwater elevations from the water
supply wells (VA Hospital, Ridgecrest 3, Ridgecrest 5, and ABCWUA Trumbell
wells). Wells KAFB 015, KAFB 016, and KAFB 3 are water supply wells on Kirtland
AFB. Collection of a static water level would require shutting the wells down and
letting them recover. The amount of time for recovery to a static water level
measurement is debated but may take several weeks. Available data for the production
, wells are included in Appendices E-1 and E-2 in quarterly reports.
Because this comment could have a significant impact on NMED's acceptance of the
RFI, CB&I requests a meeting with NMED to resolve this comment prior to
submission of the RFI for AF/USACE review or to NMED.
I7

second quarter
2013 report,
pages 5-13, last
paragraph
section 5.3.2.
page 7-8,

section 7.5

18

second quarter
2013 report,
Figure 5-56
through 5-64

19

second quarter
2013 report,
Table 5-4

20

second quarter
20'13 report,
several figures

From the second quarter 2013 report, the First Quarter CY 2013 Pre-Remedy Quarterly Monitoring Report, pages 513, last paragraph of Section 5.3.2 states: "[t]he effect of microbial degradation on EDB migration rates and extent
is much more problematic with no obvious plume pattern of degradation compounds that indicate EDB degradation.
Additional compound specific data are required to determine whether microbial degradation is having any effect on
EDB." The report, page 7-8, Section 7.5 further states: "[o]ne outstanding data gap is data related to the EDB
degradation and fate and transport mechanisms. This data gap will be addressed using microbial and compound
specific isotope analyses scheduled for Third Quarter CY 2013." The second quarter 2012 report indicated this data
would be collected in 2012. The fourth quarter 2012 report, in the executive summary, indicates that the data will be
collected in the first quarter 2013 . Explain the year-long delay in collecting the data to eliminate the data gap.
[Ongoing comment]
From the second quarter 2013 report, the stiff diagrams (Figures 5-56 through 5-64) should be posted on a map(s) at
the sample locations (wells) each diagram represents so the reader can see the spatial distribution of constituents.
Provide the necessary a map(s). [Ongoing comment]

Yes, Comment 7.
Q2 201 I, Feb 29,
2012 Letter

From the second quarter 2013 report, Table 5-4 lists the elevation difference between the water table and the top of

No

screen for KAFB-106052 as I 0.78 ft. Appendix G-1 GW Purge Logs lists the difference between the two as 10.32
feet. Explain the difference in elevation of the water table and top of screen for this well (and for other wells, as
necessary) when comparinl( Table 5-4 and Annendix G-1. Indicate the correct values.
From the second quarter 2013 report, several figures (e.g., Figures 7-9 and 7-10) depict different data and have

No

Concur: We will review the system used to produce CD and hard copies to ensure
consistency between CD and hard copy versions for future quarterly reports.

No

Concur: Our hand-drawn cross sections show concentration contours but not exact
laboratory values due to projection of well data onto the cross-section line. The future
computer generated cross-sections will minimize this type of issue.

No

Nonconcur: Collection and analysis of data for CSIA to evaluate benzene and EDB
degradation was deferred until the later part of the required 8 quarters of data from all

but the 9 groundwater monitoring wells installed in October 2012, in order to evaluate
concentration trends with the most complete dataset available. These data have been
collected and evaluated, and will be included in the RFI report.

different titles on the hard copy than those on the submitted computer discs. Hard copy submissions should be the
same as those submitted on the computer discs. Indicate whether the hard copies are correct or vice-versa.

Nonconcur: Stiff diagrams are a graphical representation of the major ion composition
of a water sample and can be used to qualitatively evaluate potential sources, mixing,
and flow paths for groundwater. In the case of the groundwater at BFF, there are
multiple other datasets that provide information for flow path analyses, including fully
calibrated, three-dimensional fate and transport groundwater model. Showing stiff
diagrams on maps for the plume location will not provide significant additional
technical information for informing remediation decisions.
Concur: We will ensure that the elevation difference between the water table and the
top of screen is checked against purge logs and any difference investigated for future
quarterly reports.

(e.g., Figures

21

7-9 and 7-10)
second quarter
2013 report,
cross sections in
Section 7

From the second quarter 2013 report, cross sections presented in Section 7 showing EDB in groundwater should
depict laboratory EDB concentration data posted on them. Provide such cross sections. [Ongoing comment]

4

22

listed, section 7

There are instances where the contours in cross section figures in Section 7 do not agree with contours in map
figures in Section 5. For example, Figure 7-11 , a cross section view of a line south of Randolph Road, depicts a

and section 5

No quarter

1400foot wide EDB plume at the intermediate depth, yet no such plume is shown south of Randolph Road on

cross sections

Figure 5-14, which provides a map view of EDB concentrations in intermediate depth groundwater. Plan views and
cross-sections depicting the same parameter should match. Correct the figures as appropriate. [Ongoing comment]

Yes, Comment 7,
Q22012 RTC

Contur: Our hand-drawn cross sections in Section 7 show concentration contours but
not e>eact values due to projection of well data onto the cross-section line. Cross
sections will be created using RockWorks (or similar program) in future quarterly
reports, starting with First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report to ensure consistency of
concentration contours between map views and cross sections.
Because this comment could have a significant impact on NMED's acceptance of the

23

first quarter
2013,
Appendix A,
Table A-I

24

first quarter
2013,
Appendix A,
Table A-I

25

first quarter
2013?,

Appendix A,
26

No

Appendix A, Table A-I lists the total mass degraded for all units for the period of April 2012-December 2012 as
14,158 gallons, yet Table A-I of the first quarter 2013 report lists the total mass degraded for all units for the same

No

First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report for consistent data and units.

tables.
Add a column in Appendix A, Table A-I listing total hours of operation for each unit and system, per period, to help
show how well the system is perfonning, so that periods of down time such as turning off the units for ROI testing
and mechanical breakdown/maintenance are not interpreted as a decrease in mass recovery efficiency .

Table A-I

[Ongoing comment]

The continued submittal of the databases (Appendices & I and E-2) is the mechanism to correct earlier mistakes in
data. The Permittee has been notified of previous mistakes. Each quarterly report should contain a table listing, or
text describing, what data have been corrected, if any . For example. Explain what "APP B - DRAFT SITE 5 IN",

No quarter

No

Yes, Comment 27,
Q2 2012 RTC

No quarter
listed,
Appendix E-1

29

No quarter
listed,
Appendix E-2

30

No quarter
listed,
Appendix E-1

31

No quarter
listed,
Appendix F-1

Conour: We will include these data starting with the First Quarter 2014 Quarterly
Report .

Concur: We will verify that exports from the database each quarter have the requested
corrections/updates, and develop a way to track/list them as requested.

column. Add the table listing corrections[ Ongoing comment]

Note that the specific data listed in this comment was collected in 2002 by CH2M Hill.
The ERP!Ms database was provided to CB&I by AFCEC and due to the nature of the

In Appendix E-1 , describe the column headings.[Ongoing comment]

database, CB&I does not have the ability to correct/edit data from previous
contractors.
Conour: We will include an explanatory cover page that goes with Appendix E

" DFf APP REMEDL ACT', and " CASTLE AIRPORT LONG" mean in the " PARAMETE ANALYTICA"

No

listed,
Annendix E-1
28

Conan: Will check the mass degraded/mass recovery calculations starting with the

time period as 30,815 gallons. Explain the difference for this and all other such discrepancies between the two

No quarter
listed,
Appendices E-1
and E-2

27

From the first quarter 2013, Appendix A, Table A-I lists the mass degraded for the SVE system (Wells KAFB106160 and KAFB-106161) as 4,016gallons, yet Table A-I of the lists the mass degraded for the SVE system as
3,106 gallons. Explain the difference.

RF!, CB&! requests a meeting with NMED to resolve this comment prior to
submission of the RF! for AF/USACE review or to NMED.
Conour: This may be a typo . We will double-check the data starting with the First
Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report.

starting with the First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report.
Appendix E-1 lists many soil samples as collected from a 50-ft interval (for example, benzene from KAFB-106130
at 351-ft start depth and 400-ft end depth). Since the samples were not composites taken from 50 feet of the soil

Yes, Comment 36,
Q2 2012 RTC

Concur: We will correct the database and create new outputs for future quarterly
reports when errors are discovered in CB&I data.

column, modify the information to be more specific as to from what depths the samples were collected.
[On2oin2 comment]
Appendix E-2 is presented in pdf format. Submit the Appendix in spreadsheet format to make it possible to evaluate
the data Also in the format presently used, columns are truncated. For example, the column labeled "P ARAMETE
ANAL YTJCA" has cell entries that are incomplete. Correct the incomplete data. [Ongoing comment]

ln Appendix E-l certain columns have cells with no entry. This is appropriate in certain columns, such as qualifiers,
but in other columns, such as lab sample type or QC level it is not appropriate. Explain why the cells are blank that
would normally be expected to contain an entry, or add the missing infonnation. [Ongoing comment]

Explain the 30ft shift in groundwater level s at KAFB-016, Appendix F-1 , page Fl-3 (about January 2007).
[Ongoing comment]

Yes, June 16, 201 I
Q42010,

Conour: Appendix E-2 will be submitted in a spreadsheet format starting with the
First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report .

comment 27
No

Contur: Entries in the database such as sample type, QC level, etc. should be
populated. We will develop a method to QC the database exports for missing data
before they are included in future quarterly reports starting with the First Quarter 2014
Quarterly Report .

Yes, Comment 16,

Nonconcur. The water level referenced was collected in 2007 by another contractor,

Q2 2012

and CB&! cannot alter it. KAFB-016 is a Kirtland water supply well and it is possible

that the 30 ft different is a result of the pumping rate being used at this time. CB&I can
only speculate on the reason for the water level difference. Current static water level
measurements are not being collected as this is an actively used production welt for
Kirtland AFB. Please also see resoonse to Comment # 16.

32

No quarter
listed,
Appendix F-1

33

No quarter
listed,
Appendix G-1

The number of graphs in Appendix F-1 should be reduced . Instead of individual plots for each well, graphs showing

Yes, Comment 9,

water level versus time for multiple wells can be prepared so that changes in water-level for a given well can be
assessed relative to that of the other wells shown on the same plot. Wells may be grouped, for instance, as all
shallow wells shown on the same 2.raoh. fOnizoing comment]

Q2 201 I, Feb 29,
2012 letter

Concur: We can combine graphs of water levels in some wells to compare trends over
time more effectively. This will be done for the First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report
and future quarterly reports.

No

Concur: We will revise text to clarify the column names and data in Appendix G-1 in

In Appendix G-1 , 2012 Data and Purge Logs, for KAFB-106001 for example, explain why Tubing Diameter,

Tubing Length, Pump placement from TOC, Final pumping rate and stabilized drawdown are listed as zero, or
supply the appropriate values. Also, for Calculated Sample Rate and Sample rate, the data are listed in units of time,
which is not a rate. The Calculated Sample Rate is listed as 18000 sec (5 hours)- explain what that represents.
r0n2.oimz comment]

5

future quarterly reports, starting with First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Reports.

34

35

36

37

38

No quarter
listed,
Appendix J. I,
Plate J-10
No quarter
listed,
Appendix J-1 ,
Plate J-1 I
No quarter
listed,
Appendix J-2,
Figure
Appendix J2-l I
No quarter
listed,
Figure J2-l I
and J2-13
No quarter
listed,
Appendix Kl

Appendix J-1 , Plate J-10, TPH Soil Concentrations for Geologic Cross Section A-A'
indicates the presence of soil contamination about 150 feet below the water table beneath KAFB-10608 l . Explain
how soil contamination reached that depth below the water table. Discuss the ramifications of soil contamination

Yes, Comment 19,
Q2 2012 RTC

Concur: We will review the cross section in question and provide an explanation
and/or corrected information (if applicable) in the First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report.

that occurs this deep [Ongoing comment]

In Appendix J-1 , Plate J-11 explain why there is no « 1.0 "mg/kg contour around the TPH in soil occurrences along
the eastern side of the profile line, while there is such a contour around the TPH in soil mass along the western side
of the profile line. [Ongoing comment]

No

In Appendix J2, Figure Appendix J2-l I, Lithology and TPH Soil, East-West Cross Sections G-G' provides no soil
analytical data from beneath the former fuel offloading rack (FFOR) and indicates the soil at the rack exhibits little

Yes, Comment 18,
Q2 2012 RTC

TPH contamination. Previous reports submitted by the Permittee showed much higher levels ofTPH in the soil
beneath the FFOR (see for example Figure 2-2 of the Stage 2 Abatement Work Plan for the Soil Vapor Extraction
Pilot Test at the Bulk Fuels Facility (ST-106), December 11 , 2002). Explain this difference and use all available data
for site characterization that has not been rejected for quality control purposes. [Ongoing comment
Figures J2-1 l and J2-l 3 appear to be the same figure. Explain why the figure i;presented twice. [Ongoing
comment]

Appendix Kl , PTS Lab Soil and NAPL Analysis Results, Hyd_Cond_Porosity_GrainSize.foc, Sieve Analysis,
4 I 516, third page, lists the USCS/ ASTM description of the grain-size analysis sample for KAFB-106030 at a depth
of 475 feet bgs as gravel. Because more than 50% of the sample is sand, the USCS/ASTM classification would not

be gravel . Other such examples exist. Describe the classification system used and why the standard USCS
description was not used. {Ongoing comment

6

No

Concur: If there are sufficient data that indicate where a 1.0 mg/kg TPH contour
would be located around the TPH mass on the eastern side of the cross section, it will
be added to future quarterly report graphics. However, if there is no data to support the
addition of this contour2 it will not be included.
Please see response to comment #1 .

Concur: We will check that the correct figures are being posted and printed for the
quarterly reports.

Yes, Comment 22,
Q22012 RTC

Concur: We will clarify which methods are used by the lab and evaluate differences
from the USCS/ASTM classification. QC lab data and review the labs QC packages.

42

first quarter
2013 report,
Section 5.2. 1,
Groundwater
Levels, 3rd
bullet

43

first quarter
2013 report,
Section 5.2 .1,
Groundwater
Levels, fifth
bullet

44

No reference

45

First quarter
2012

In the first quarter 2013 report, Section 5.2. 1, Groundwater Levels, 3rd bullet states "[f]ield technicians measure
water levels and field-check to verify that measurements within a given cluster are within plus or minus 0.5 ft, or are
similar to previous quarterly measurements. If not, the field team will then re-measure the water level in the well
with the discrepancy ." Previous quarterly reports stated "[f]ield technicians measure water levels and field-check to
verify that measurements within a given cluster are within plus or minus 0.5 ft If not, they then re-measure each
water level in the cluster." Explain why the procedure in Section 5.2.1 was changed, and indicate what other
procedures, if any, have been changed. Note that procedures cannot be changed without proposing and obtaining
approval to revise the Groundwater lnvesti~ation Work Plan. [Oni;.toinJ;t comment]
In the first quarter 2013 report, Section 5.2. 1, Groundwater Levels, fifth bullet states " [a)dditionally, the Field
Sampling Coordinator compares the measurements against the measurements from the preceding quarter. If any
measurements fail a plus or minus 1.0-ft check. they are marked and measured again the following day . This QC
evaluation is documented on the water level measurement field form." KAFB-106065, for example, had a water
level depth of 491.59 feet in the fourth quarter 2012 and a depth of 490.33 feet in the first quarter 2013, yet NMED
could not find evidence of re-measurement of the water level for this well . Provide the evidence of the re-measurement or describe why this well and others like it have not been re-measured in accordance with the
procedure referenced above. (Ongoing comment]
Explain the process for choosing which groundwater elevation to use when multiple groundwater depths for a well
are recorded on the Quarterly Water Level Field Measurements form.
There is confusion about well KAFB-5 IO (KAFB-SIOMW, KAFB05 I 0MW, KAFB-05 I 0- MW). In the quarterly
report for January- March 2012 (dated June 2012), the Well Construction Database in Appendix E-1 lists a well
designated KAFB-510 at 1545110.841 E, 1472791 .276 N, elevation 5,357 ft. (with no measuring point), and another
well named KAFB-SIOMW at 1545235.841 E, 1472788.945 N, elevation 5,262. 18 ft (with a measuring point
elevation of 5,262.18 ft). These two locations are separated by approximately I 20 feet horizontally and I 05ft apart
vertically. NMED is aware of only one well in that immediate area and the topography is essentially flat. This
discrepancy was pointed out to the Pennittee by email on March 9, 2012. The Permittee responded by email on
March 12, 2012 stating that they would resurvey the location. NMED has not received the actual coordinates for the
well . Additionally, NMED notes that KAFB-05 JO was listed as being at 404990.22 N and 1472725 .67 E, elevation
5262. I 8 ft (with a measuring point elevation of 5,364.43 ft) in the February 2002 Kirtland AFB Biannual
Groundwater Monitoring Report, page 2-8, Table 2-5. The horizontal location, when converted from NAD 27 to
NAD 83, corresponds to the location listed for the well named KAFB-SIOMW and the same elevation (if you
assume there is a typographical error for the elevation in the 2002 report), but the measuring point is different. The
hydrograph submitted in Appendix F-1, Water Level Hydrographs, page Fl-4, Well ID KAFBOSIOMW shows the
water level at approximately 4856.5 feet elevation for January 2012, with no newer data plotted, even though the
fourth Quarter Water Level Field Measurements form has a data point listed. Appendi x G-6, Water Level
Measurement Field Forms, the Quarterly Water Level Field Measurements, first quarter 2012 form, page 18 of20,
shows a depth to water of 513 .41 ft on 1/5112 at KAFB-0510-MW. This would imply a measuring point of
approximately 5,370 feet, about 4.5 ft higher than the surveyed measuring point listed in the 2002 report. The
measuring point of 5262.18 listed in Appendix E-2 of this quarterly report, is substantially lower and is even lower
than the ground surface at that location. Clarify the information, including the name(s) for this well or wells, and
supply accurate horizontal and vertical coordinates, provide an accurate elevation of measuring point and the
groundwater potentiometric surface. Additionally, explain why water elevation data from this well are not being
used in aenerating water level maps for the BFF Spill. rOni;.toin2 comment]

Yes, Comment 9
Q2 2012 RTC

Concur: We will clarify if the recheck needs to be on all wells within a cluster with
one anomalous well , or if only needs to be the one well with an anomalous reading,
and submit an addendum to the Groundwater Investigation Work Plan ·if appropriate.

Yes, Comment 11
Q2 2012 RTC

Concur: We will make sure all well s are within I ft of their previous quarterly reading
and remeasure if they are not. and include documentat ion of remeasurement.

No

Concur: Field staff will indicate which water level measurement is the correct one
when there are two recorded, and that information will be more clearly included in
future auarterlv reoorts, startin2 with the First Ouarter 20 I 4 Ouarterlv Reoort.
Concur: Well KAFB-510 was installed by a previous contractor. We are aware that
there are several entries in the ERPIMS database for this well with different names. All
of these well names refer to the same well. The ERPIMs database was provided to
CB&I by AFCEC and due to the nature of the database, CB&I does not have the
ability to correct/edit data from previous contractors.

Yes, Comment 2,
Q2 2012 RTC

This well will be shown on groundwater elevation maps in future quarterly reports,
starting with First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report . The map will show the well w ith
measured water el evation .
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This number is blank in the letter NMED provided.

finlquater
2013repa,t,
TableA-1

48

fint quarter
2013 repa,t,
Figure2-3

From the lint q,ata 2013 n:po11, Table A-1, Calculllion ofNAPL Mass Depadod by Biovmting. lilts dep-.ded (pllperiod) • 3,106 for the SVE Sy- (Wella KAFB-106160 and KAFB-106161) and 8,562 for Total
Maa Degnded (pl/period) for all unill for the period TOIIII 1!2013 to 3'2013. Since the ICE units -taken off
Ii-, IINI depaded (pl/period) .-e lilled • 0 for each ICE unit, explain how the all,- 5,456 pllona _,,

No

Noacaftr: The ICE units_,, - operllling • all in 2013. The table will be
COffllded in the Finl Q,ater 2014 Quaterly Rq,on to indicate that this is recovery
due to the new SVE CATOX unit.

Fn,m the fnt quster 2013 report. Figure 2•3, Total BTEX Removed by the SVE Sy- implies thal appn,ximalely
530 po,nfl ofBTEX-removed in the 2 1'2-" period m,m 3/14/2013 to 3131113. Table 2-4 li111Sthetoral
NAPL , _ degraded for !he period of3/15/13 thmush 3/Jl/13 • l9,259lb&. This would imply about 2.7% of the
removed is BTEX. Provide the ~onale for the eotilllllle that 2.7"/4 of the Total Mass Recovery is BTEX.
ldentifv the constituents of the lfflllinino. 97.3% o( the Total Mass Recoverv.

No

c-r: n.e additional -

--

7

nmove,1 i• a anp1ex mixture oe fuel hydrocarl,om;
tlwe is nal., - w a y to pooitiwly iclonlify the nmaining COlllli-ofthe
extraded NAPL. The - will be clarified to explain the method used to identify what
tm10U111 ofthetoral NAPL-wu BTEX.

49

First quarter,
2013 report

Comments concernios; Radius of Influence testin1 re2orted in the first guarter 2013 rel!ort
A key provision of the ROI (radius of influence) assessment is the use of 0 .2 inches of water column (inWC) as the
..edge" or perimeter of the ROI. rhis is subjective and results in a rather large ROI of300 feet. A more realistic
vaJue for the edge of the ROI, such as O.S inches, would result in a more spatially conservative value of200 feet or
less.
Furth..-more, the last sentence of Section 2.1.2 (New SVE Syst..-n Installation) states: "The ROI of the system was
det..-mined to be isotropic and approximately 300 feet in all directions." Yet, in the previous quarte,-ly report, other
ROis we,-e reported. The 5DKAFB 106121-450 test is described as having an inte,-preted ROI of about 75-95 ft (p.
3-43), and the results section for test SDTSVEW-05 stated "[n]o meaningful conclusions about the ROI of
extraction well SVEW-05 can be made from this analysis of the data " (pp. 3-44). Given the disparity between the
earlier ROI test results from the fourth quarter 2012 and the more recent ROI test described in the first quart..-2013

report. provide an explanation for the conclusion that the ROI is isotropic and
approximately 300 feet in all directions (see also Comment #45).
The radius of vacuum influence should not be used directly as a basis for full scale design. ROI as defined in this
report is not the same as the effective radius of treatment, because measurable vacuum does not imply effective air
flow. Consequently, the ROI of 300 feet should not be used for SVE syst..-n design well spacing. Instead,
calculation of the air permeability of soil, and establishing minimum soil gas flow parameters (such as air flow
velocities) should be accomplished for full-scale design.
The following guidance documents (obtained from http://www.cluin.
org/techfocus/default.focus/sec/Soil_ Vapor_Extraction/cat/Guidance) provide additional validation for these
comments:

a. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2002, Soil Vapor Extraction and Bioventing,
Engine..-ing Manual (EM) I I 10-1-4001. Pg. 4-21, above eq. 4-2, refe,-s to the "zone of
effective air exchange," which indicates that adequate exchange of air (i.e., multiple soil
pore volumes) is more important than just pressure influence. Pg. 4-26, (2) indicates that
the observed vacuum distribution should not be used as the basis for the well field design. Instead, a specific air
permeability value should be estimated, and estimates of pore gas velocity (specific discharge) made for a given
SVE extraction flow rate. Pg. 4-33 text in bold indicates that the radius of pressure influence is not appropriate as a
basis for selecting vent spacing. Pg. 4-34, Paragraph 18, indicates the radius of vacuum/pressure influence does not
provide an adequate estimate of the zone of effective air exchange of the vent, which is often much smaller than the
radius of pressure influence.
b. EPA, 1992 Ground Water Issue, Evaluation of Soil Venting Application,
EPN540/S-92/004. Pg. 5, text indicates that the ROI is not an effective paramete,- for
locating extraction wells.
c. EPA, I998, Innovative Site Remediation Technology, Volume 7: Vacuum
Extraction and Air Sparging, 542-B-97-01 . Pg. 3.35, last two paragraphs, indicates that
vacuum ROI is ~ot adequate, but rather air flow predictions should be used to design the
well field. " Historically, radius of influence has been det..-mined by plotting the log of
subsurface pressure with distance from the extraction well. regression. and interpolating
the regression line to an arbitrary pressure value, typitally ranging from 0.01 to I inch
water column ... The raclius of influence evaluated in this way is arbitrary, because the
vacuum cutoff level is arbitrary .... Many alternative approaches have been developed that focus on air flow."
Pg. 2-3, last sentence, provide additional justification for the statement: " [t]he ROI of the syst..-n was determined to
be isotropic and approximately 300 feet in all directions." Provide the justification for the assumption of isotropy, as
there was no specific assessment of this characteristic.

8

There are comments

on ROI in the
Quart..- 2, 2012
comments, but they

do not question the
method used.

Nonconcur: Direction was given by Steve Reuter (NMED) to develop ROI estimates
using applied vacuums and is stated in the NMEO.approved SVE Pilot Test Work Plan
(Section 3.1, thirteenth sub-bullet), "Vacuum in inches of water versus distance from
the test well plotted on semi-log paper to estimate the vacuum radius of influence on
the long duration pilot tests". We are open to discussing what vacuum level to use to

define the ROI (e.g., 0.2 in or 0.3 in or 0.5 inWC).
Because this comment could have a significant impact on NMED' s acceptance of the
RFI, CB&I requests a meeting with NMED to resolve this comment prior to
submission of the RFI for AF/USACE review or to NMED.

49
(cont.)

Pg. 3-20, 2nd paragraph, last two sentences. Text indicates that 0.2 inches (in.) water column (WC) represents the
edge of the ROI. Text also states that wells with 2 in. WC appeared to be within or outside of the ROI ; clarify if the
latter text is correct as written (0.2 in . WC instead of 2 in. WC).
Figure 3-5 . Since barometric pressure varied from -5 to +3 in . WC over about 4 days during Test I, there is not

adequate justification for using a number as low as 0.2 in. WC as the lower edge of vacuum affect ROI criteria. The
statement at the bottom of Pg. 3-16, which reads ..the barometric pressure had a much stronger effect on vacuum

pressure in wells being monitored than did the SVE System used during ROI testing (Figure 3-5)." also supports this
concern.

Pg. 3-21, last paragraph. For background monitoring results, given that "the average difference from null ranged
from -0 .9 to 0.17 in WC . with standard deviations ranging from 0 .03 to 0 .60 in WC," there is not sufficient
justification for using 0.2 in. WC as the lower edge of vacuum effect ROI criteria. An edge criterion closer to 0.5 in.

WC would allow more discernment from background monitoring results.
In Table 3-5:

a. Columns 2, 3, and 4: Some shallower welts seem to have significantly different distances from the extraction
wells than the associated deeper wells. For example, KAFB-106155-484 is 271 and 534ft from the extraction wells,
but shallower well KAFB-106155-200 is 331 and 567 ft from the extraction wells. Correct the data as necessary or
explain why the data are correct as written. See also KAFB-106152-484 and -194, and KAFB-106115-450 and -150.
b. For the KAFB-106160 and KAFB-106161 extraction wells, clarify whether the pressure readings are corrected

for extraction well efficiency. This parameter will need to be considered during full scale design.
c. For the KAFB-106160 and KAFB-106161 extraction wells, the applied pressures for Weeks I, 2 in the second to

50

Fourth quarter
2012 report,

Appendix

51

No quarter
listed,
Appendix N,

52

Fi2ure 7
third quarter
2012 report,
figure 4-10

last column seem unusually low (0.4 to 0.5 in. WC, versus over 2 in. WC for most other test scenarios). Correct the
data as necessary or explain why the data are correct as written.
d. Regarding the Test I. Test 2, and Test 3 Differences from Null Pressure results, explain why there appears to be a
pattern in the shallower intervals where the observation well pressures decrease with increasing flow from the
extraction wells. For example, compare the mean results from K.AFB-106150-350 corresponding to Test I, Test 2,
and Test 3, which generally show decreasing pressures with increasing extraction flow velocities. In contrast, the
deep interval (K.AFB-106150-484) shows increasing pressure with increasing extraction flow velocities. This also
applies to wells 106149-349, 106154-350, and others.
From the fourth quarter 2012 report Appendix 1-1 , Field work variances, four variances are listed, FWV-1 , 2, 3, and
7. Other quarterly reports have presented other variances. For example, the December pre-remedy quarterly report
included FWV -4. FWV -4 exhibited a number of problems including lack of appropriate signatures, omissions and
what appear to be typographical mistakes. For example in FWV -4, the first sentence of the Recommended Solution
on page 2 of2 is "[t]he Shaw technical team recommends collecting a minimum of one quarter of monitoring data
from the 5 closest groundwater monitoring well clusters: GWM-8, GWM-8, GWM-10, and GWM-28." Clarify
whether there are 3, 4, or 5 well clusters being recommended. Additionally, in FWV -4, there is a section on page I
called "recommended solution" which has one solution and a section on page 2 called «recommended solution"
which lists two possible solutions: a recommended solution and an "altemal" (alternative?) proposed solution. The
recommended solution on page 1 is the «altemal" solution on page 2. QA/QC FieldWork Variance Fonns should be
free of errors, present final decisions, and have appropriate signatures. Explain why Variances 4, 5 and 6 were
removed from Annendix I of the Quarterly report.
In the PneuLog appendix, Appendix N, Figure 7, explain why the majority of the results lie in the clayey or silty
fields, which is in contrast to the geologic logs for the site which indicate mostly sands and gravels at depths below
about 135 ft [Ongoing comment]

Yes, Comment 17,
Q2 2012 RTC

Concur: We will review variances to see if there are errors. Any corrections will be
included in future quarterly reports starting with the First Quarter 2014 Quarterly
Report.

Yes, Comment 41 ,
Q2 2012 RTC

Concur: We will check that the correct USCS symbols/names are being used in Figure
7 in Appendix N, and that the Pneulog borehole logs match the data provided on

Figure 7, Appendix N. Any corrections will be included in future quarterly reports
startino with the First Ouarter 2014 Ouarterlv Reoort.

From the third quarter 2012 report, on figure 4-10, the five values for KAFB-106124 for 50, 150, 250, 350, and 450
foot depths are listed as 290, 620, 360, 420, and 3400, yet on figure 4-3 they are shown as 58, 19, 65, 360 and 1900.
Correct the discrepancy. Similar discrepancies can be seen at KAFB-106115 or KAFB-106137, for example.

No

Concur: We will double-check discrepancies between figures for the same well in
future quarterly reports starting with the First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report .

No

Comment noted.

Review the data and correct all such discrepancies. [Ongoing comment]
53

Second quarter
2012 report,
RTCtable

There are 43 NMED comments that the USACE responded to for the second quarter 2012 report . The USA CE

concurred ("concur'') with 24 of the comments and did not concur («non-concur") with 19 of the comments. "Nonconcur" actually means "will not comply ." For two of the "concur" responses (16 and 23) and 10 of the "nonconcur" responses (I , 8, 13, I 5, 18, I 9, 21 , 24 and 25), the USACE referenced a non-existent report - the RFI Report
- as a response to the commenter's request for infonnation or clarification which was nonresponsive. See
Attachment A below.

9

54

First quarter
20 I 2 report, first
bullet on
page ES-4

55

third quarter
2012 report,
Page ES-4, table
in first bullet
first quarter
2012 report,
Cross-Section

56

G-G'

57

First quarter
2012 report

58

No quarter
listed,
Section 5.2. 1

59

No quarter
listed,
Appendix E-1

60

61

No quarter listed

...,_.,

Eslilr qwmrly

From the first quarter 2012 report, the first bullet on page ES-4 of the Executive Summary discusses the EDB plume
and presents an opinion that the distance that EDB has migrated is less than a predicted 4,500 feet (assuming
groundwater velocity of 95 ft/yr and retardation factor of 1.03) based on the assumption that the starting point for
EDB is at the leading edge of the LNAPL plume. The observed EDB plume length from the likely source area (near
beneath the fonner fuel offloading rack) is greater than 4500 feet, with the full length unknown. Explain the point of
this bullet given the actual distance EDB is known so far to have migrated farther than 4,500 feet from the source
area.
From the third quarter 2012 report, Page ES-4, table in first bullet- explain the meaning of the minimum values for
..Groundwater Velocity" and "SO-Year Downgradient Migration Distance," which are too low to account for actual
conditions.

No

Concur: This bullet point will be clarified/explained in future quarterly reports
starting with the First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report.

No

Concur: We will update future quarterly reports, starting with First Quarter 2014

Many figures have unrealistic or erroneous contours. For example, in the first quarter 2012 report. the eastern half of
Benzene Vapor Cross-Section G-G1 (Figure 4-12) shows a large area within the I to 10 ppmv contours that exhibits
data values of less than 1 ppmv. There is also a thin I 000-foot-long "clean" layer at about the 5200 foot elevation
with disconnected contour lines. Other soil vapor and groundwater contamination figures show greater-than SO-foot
vertical walls as sides or edges of plumes, which, in reality, probably have a more lens-like geometry. Computer
contouring is certainly an acceptable step in producing contours, but the final contouring should be adjusted by hand
as necessary to reflect more realistic conditions. [Ongoing comment]

Yes, Comment 8,
Q2 2012 RTC

From the first quarter 2012 report, explain the difference between depth values in the " IF NO Rechecked (sic)
Level" column (and when were they rechecked) and the values in the COMMENTS/NOTES" column on the water
levels field measurements form. For an example. see data for KAFB-106072.
The last bullet of Section 5.2.1 states. " [a)II measurements (including re-measurements)
are entered into the database along with associated flags noting that the QC checks were
perfonned." However, NMED notes that the re-measurement ofKAFB-106001on
1/ 10/ 12 is not in the electronic file under Appendix E-2, QTRl _ liquid_level_2012.
Check that all data are included, as aooropriate. [Ongoing comment]
It appears that the Pennittee did not include in the database (Appendix E-1) all data
acquired by previous contractors that conducted investigation work related to the Bulk
Fuels Facility Spill, yet that data is valuable. All soil, soil vapor and groundwater
contamination data related to or otherwise useful to the Bulk Fuels Facility Spill should
be included. Unrelated data should not be included in the database.
Structure contour maps depicting the top and bottom contacts of the mapped units have
not been provided in the quarterly reports~however, these types of maps must be
prepared in order to construct a coherent three-dimensional model for the Bulk Fuels
Facility Spill.
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Because this comment could have a significant impact on NMED's acceptance of the
RF!, CB&! requests a meeting with NMED to resolve this comment prior to
submission of the RF! for AF/USACE review or to NMED.
Concur: Field fonns will be QCed and correct water levels and re-check water levels
should be indicated on the field fonns.

Yes. Comment 12,
Q2 2012 RTC

Concur: We will make sure all re-checked water-level measurements and QC flags
are in the project database and identified in future quarterly reports starting with the
First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report.

Yes. Comment 21 ,
QI 2011 RTC

Concur: Appendix E-1 contains all data available in the ERPIMS database.
The ERPIMs database was provided to CB&! by AFCEC and due to the nature of the
database, CB&! does not have the ability to correct/edit or add data from previous
contractors.

No

Nonconcur: Additional discussion with the NMED is required on exceptions for a
three-dimensional conceptual site model. Additionally, the KAFB permit and
infonnation provided at the 12 February 2014 meeting with the NMED, does not
require submittal of a CSM in the RFI Report. This is a permit requirement as part of
the CME.
Because this comment could have a significant impact on NMED's acceptance of the
RF!, CB&! requests a meeting with NMED to resolve this comment prior to
submission of the RF! for AF/USACE review or to NMED.
NeMNcllr: The 1C1! unita-notaperaledafter 21 Docanber 2012 when 111ey _,,
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Concur: Concentration data are utilized and added to cross sections where available
for the creation of concentration contours. When there is no data available in specific
areas on the cross sections, some contours are omitted as their additions would have no
factual support.
As stated in this comment, consistent computer-generated contouring methods can be
used to develop future quarterly report cross sections that will mitigate conflicts
between figures and provide more accurate concentration contours. Contours will be
adjusted by hand as needed.
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Quarterly Report, to be consistent with the Groundwater RA/groundwater model.
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Project:
Document:
Contract:

Kirtland AFB
Quarterly Pre-remedy Monitoring and Site Investigation Report for April-June 2012, NOD comments and response. Additional NMED comments from HWB. Comments provided as Attachment A
W912DY-10-D-0014, Delivery Order 2

Reviewer:

HWB

Item

Reference

I

ES, First Bullet

I Section:

INMED

NMED NOD Comment

Date:

I 13 February 2014
KAFB Response

The Executive Summary, first bullet states "Based on
Non-contur: A complete three-dimensional conceptual site
the three-dimensional (3D) distn"bution ofvadose zone model for the shallow and deep vadose zone will be prepared
soil and vapor concentrations for wells installed and as part of the Vadose Zone RFI Report. The quarterly report,
as prepared currently, fully meets the requirements outlined in
sampled to date, it appears that the majority of the
Section 6.2.4.4 of the Kirtland AFB RCRA Permit.
vadose zone contaminant mass is located within JOO

feet (ft) above the ""ter table at depths of
approximately 400 to 500ft below ground surface
(bgs) ."
In contrast to this statement, Figures 2-2 through 2-4
of the Stage 2 Abatement Work Plan for the Soil
Vapor Pilot Test at the Bulk Fuels Facility (ST-106),
December 11 , 2002, show considerable contamination
in the upper 300ft of the vadose zone, especially
beneath the location of the Former Fuel Offloading
Rack. Given that the last known leak was repaired in
1999, it seems likely that the upper portion of the
vadose zone would still contain considerable fuel
contamination. The Pennittee must describe how the
contaminant mass is distributed throughout the vadose
zone, including the upper 400 ft, and especially in the
vicinity of the Former Fuel Offloading Rack (see also
Comment 18).

The shallow vadose zone investigation is ongoing as part of
the FFOR interim measure. This data has not been
incorporated into the quarterly report because it is incomplete.
Once the final phase of sampling is completed, the data will
be included in the applicable quarterly report . The results
from the FFOR interim measure will be incorporated into the
Vadose Zone RFI Report and conceptual site model, in order
to demonstrate nature and extent of contamination at depth,
including the area near the FFOR.

Hazardous Waste Bureau Response

Response

The Permittee' s response is unacceptable. Permit Section 6.2 .4.4 contains only
general content requirements for periodic monitoring reports. Permit Section 6.2.4
sets forth the requirement that all work plans and reports shall be prepared with
technical regulatory input from the Department. Input was provided in NMED' s letter
of June 4, 20 IO; this direction has not been fully met by the permittee. In June 4,
2010, letter, the Permittee was instructed, in part, "Each quarterly report shall provide
detailed information on all characterization and remediation activities that took
place during the period covered by the report, including, but not limited to, as
applicable for the reporting period, field and laboratory analytical results for
groundwater, soil, and soil gas; graphs showing trends of major contaminants versus
time, a table of surveyed well locations descriptions of the installation of groundwater
and soil-gas monitoring wells; measurements of light non-aqueous phase liquid
(LNAPL); table of water levels; water-level map; plume tontamlnant maps and
tross-sedions; and geologic and geophysical logs of wells and boreholes" (emphasis
added).

Nonconcur: The 2002 data is 12 years

The conceptual site model is the basis for determining the course of investigations,
choosing interim measures, and selecting remediCS. It is not
intended to be a static documentation of investigations and sampling and analysis
data. Rather, the quarterly reports are supposed to reflect the current site conceptual
model on contaminant fate and transport in the vadose zone and in
groundwater~and to present as currently known actual and potential impacts to
human health and the environment. The model is to be developed and to evolve
through synthesis of the groundwater, soil, sediment, and geophysical data as they are
acquired.
The Permittee has made little or no effort to improve the
conceptual site model as each quarterly report was prepared. Because of this, NMED
has found it necessary to repeat comments on the quarterly reports concerning the
lack of improvement in the presentation and development of the conceptual site
model. Because little or no progress has been made. The NOD issued for the subject
quarterly report (Quarter 2/ Calendar Year 2012) requires that the Permittee address
in writing the identified deficiencies for this specific report. NMED expects a full and
adequate response, which does not include merely stating that problems will be
addressed in future reports or a future RCRA Facility Investigation (RF!) Report.
There is no justification for delaying development of a threedimensional conceptual
site model until the RFI Report (or other future report) is prepared
when the model is needed now to assess the completeness of characterization and to
design interim measures.
Additionally, the data referenced in the NMED comment (Figures 2-2 through 24 of the Stage 2 Abatement Work Plan for the Soil Vapor Pilot Test at the Bulk Fuels
Facility (ST-106), December 11 , 2002) have existed for years. Because the data have
been in-house for years there is no reason why the data should not be used to improve
the site conceptual model in a timely manner.
Furthermore, the data referenced in the Pennittee's response, concerning sampling
along the pipeline that serviced the FFOR, are not relevant to the NMED comment,
which concerned older data acquired when CH2M Hill was the contractor.
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old and was collected shortly after the
leak was repaired. During the past 12
years it is likely that .. barometric
pumping" and natural attenuation have
reduced shallow soil and vapor
concentrations. Shallow soil sampling
completed during Quarter 3 CY 2013
has delineated the soil contamination in
the vicinity of the FFOR and these data
have been incorporated into the RFI.
Soil vapor cross sections and vapor
plume maps show the contamination in
the vicinity of the FFOR. but do not
indicate contamination concentrations
as high as earlier samples found in this
area Additional contamination in the
vadose zone at depth would be
reflected in soil vapor sampling, which
provides an indication of the relative
concentrations of contaminants over a
wide area.
Text will be revised to clarify the
distribution of contaminants in soil and
soil vapor.
Because this comment could have a
significant impact on NMED's
acceptance of the RF!, CB&I requests
a meeting with NMED to resolve this
comment prior to submission of the
RF( for AF/USACE review or to
NMED.

2

General

There is confusion about well KAFB-510 (KAFB5 I 0MW, KAFB05 I0MW, KAFB-05 IO- MW). In the
quarterly report for January- March 2012 (dated June
2012), the Well Construction Database in Appendix EI lists a well designated KAFB-51 0 at I 545110.841 E,
1472791 .276 N, elevation 5,357 ft (with no measuring
point), and another well named KAFB-5I 0MWat
I 545235.841 E, 1472788.945 N , elevation 5,262.18 ft
(with a measuring point elevation of 5,262.18 ft).
These two locations are separated by about 120 ft
horizontally and I 05ft apart vertically . NMED is

Non-concur: Monitoring well KAFB-0510 was resurveyed
on 15 May 2012 in order to address the apparent errors in
monitoring well coordinate location, ground elevation, and
measuring point. Due to the timing of this surveying work. the
corrected survey data was not able to be included in the
Second Quarter 2012 Report. Instead, the updated well survey
data has been included in the Third Quarter 2012 Report,
submitted to the NMED 20 December 2012.

Although one well has been surveyed (and reported late). the Permittee's response is
inadequate because it does not fully address the issue about whether there is one or
multiple wells. It also did not provide their name(s) and their coordinates(s), and did
not explain why data for the well(s) in question are not included on water level maps.

Concur: Well KAFB-510 was installed

by a previous contractor. We are aware
that there are several entries in the
ERPIMS database for this well with
different names. All of these well
names refer to the same well. The
ERP!Ms database was provided to
CB&! by AFCEC and due to the nature
of the database, CB&! does not have
the ability to correct/edit data from

previous contractors.

aware of only one well in that immediate area and the
topography is essentially flat. This discrepancy was
pointed out to the Perrnittee by email on March 9,
2012. The Permittee responded by email on March
12, 2012 stating that they would resurvey the location.
NMED has not received the actual coordinates for the
well.

This well will be shown on
groundwater elevation maps in future
quarterly reports, starting with First
Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report. The
map will show the welt with measured
water elevation, but will not be
included in the contouring.

Additionally, NMED notes that KAFB-0510 was
listed as being at 404990.22 N and 1472725.67 E,
elevation 5262.18 ft (with a measuring point elevation
of 5,364.43 ft) in the February 2002 Kirtland AFB

Biannual Groundwater Monitoring Report, page 2-8,
Table 2-5 . The horizontal location, when converted
from NAD 27 to NAO 83, corresponds to the location
listed for the well named KAFB-51 0MW and the same
elevation (if you assume there is a typographical error
for the elevation in the 2002 report), but the measuring
point is different. The hydrograph submitted in
Appendix F-1 , Water Level Hydrographs, page Fl-4,
Well ID KAFB05IOMW shows the water level at
about 4856.5 ft elevation for January 2012. Appendix
G-6, Water Level Measurement Field Forms, the
Quarterly Water Level Field Measurements, 1st
Quarter 20 I 2 form, page I 8 of 20, shows a depth to
water of5l3 .4I ft onl /5112 at KAFB-0510-MW.
This would imply a measuring point of approximately
5,370 ft, about 4.5 ft higher than the surveyed
measuring point listed in the 2002 Report or the
measuring point listed in Appendix E-1 .
In this quarterly report, well KAFB-05I OMW is
listed as having a groundwater elevation of4750.88 ft
in Appendix E-2 for the second quarter 2012, which
would plot about 100ft below the hydrograph of the
well presented in Appendix F-1 . The measuring point
listed in Appendix E2 is listed as 5262.18 ft, which
is appreciably below actual ground elevation.

The Permittee must clarify the information, including
the name(s) for this well or wells, and supply
accurate horizontal and vertical coordinates, provide
an accurate elevation of measuring point and the
groundwater potentiometric surface. Additionally,
the Permittee must explain why water elevation data
from this well is not used in generating water level
maos for the BFF Soil!.
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Section 4

Figure 4-2,
Table 4-2

Section 5.2

Section 4 presents contoured cross-sections showing
concentrations for various vapor constituents. At
multiple locations, the data related to specific
concentration values do not appear to match the color
coded ranges. For example, in Figure 4-6 the value of
13,000 ppmv at KAFB-106112 at the bottom of the
monitoring well appears within the yellow background
of 1,000 to I 0,000 ppmv. Correct the cross-sections
as needed.
KAFB-106127 is not shown on Figure 4-2, Voe
Vapor Sample Locations, yet Table 4-2, Soil Vapor
Analytical Results presents voe data for this well.
Correct the table as appropriate.

Section 5.2, Liquid Level Data, first sentence states
"Commencing with the First Quarter 20 I 2, liquid
levels are measured on a quarterly basis as opposed
to monthly basis . "

Non-<ontur: The contoured cross-sections are not fence
diagrams but profile sections illustrating the interpolated
concentration contours based on specified wells lying along
the cross-section lines. The wells projected onto the crosssection can reasonably have a concentration not equivalent to
the contour coloring depending on where the well is located in
physical space relative to the cross-section line. In other
words, the data plotted for well samples are only relevant to
their particular point location (XYZ) and not to the projected
location shown on the cross-sections.
Concur: Figure 4-2 has been corrected to include KAFB106127 in the First Quarter 2013 Report.

The Permittee' s response is inadequate.

However, the real concern is that data shown on cross-sections and plan views that
intersect do not agree where the cross-sections or plans intersect. This indicates that
the conceptual site model presented in the quarterly report is not coherent in three
dimensions, a fact that the Permittee admits to by its response #21 .
The Permittee' s response is inadequate.
There is no justification that the table cannot be corrected forthwith. See #1
concerning delaying addressing problems until a future RFI report is submitted.

Non-.:ontur: As stated in the accepted (NMED letter dated
27 August 2013) Quality Assurance Project Plan,
groundwater level and LNAPL measurements will be
conducted on a quarterly basis for years 2012 through 2014.

NMED did not approve this change. The
Groundwater Investigation Work Plan (March201 I)
Section 5.2 .1, first paragraph states "Measurements
will be made monthly during the well installation
program and immediately before purging and
sampling." The Permittee must continue measuring
water levels on a monthly basis unless NMED ' s
approves in advance a change to the schedule.

Comment noted.

NMED understands that the data for some wells shown on cross sections represent
wells that are locations that are projected onto the cross-section lines.

The Permittee' s response is unacceptable.
While the NMED did acknowledge the QA plan was complete in its letter of August
27, 2012, the agency was unaware that the Pennittee proposed changing from
monthly to quarterly water level measurements. Any such change in the frequency of
water level measurements should have been proposed as a revision to the
Groundwater Investigation Work Plan.
Quarterly groundwater measurements are inadequate at this stage of the investigation.
See also # JO.

Nonconcur: The table was not in error,
the figure was corrected to match the
table. No correction to the table was
required.
Comment Closed.
Nonconcur: Water level measurements
were taken monthly during the first
year ofCB&I's contract, and moved to
quarterly in accordance with Section
3. 1.1 .1 of the NMED accepted Quality
Assurance Project Plan, delivered to the
NMED in August 20 I I and accepted
on 27 August 2012. Quarterly
measurements are sufficient to
characterize seasonal variability and the
longer-term direction and magnitude of
water table elevation, characterize the
site, and develop remedial alternatives.
Furthermore, other sites at Kirtland
AFB with groundwater monitoring are
on quarterly or 5C!11i-annual schedules
for water level measurements.
Because this comment could have a
significant impact on NMED"s
acceptance of the RFI, CB&I requests
a meeting with NMED to resolve this
comment prior to submission of the
RFI for AF/USACE review or to

NMED.
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Figure 5-2

The groundwater potentiometric surface map (Fig 5-2)
does not cover a large enough area. Add wells KAFB510 (see Comment 2), KAFB-0519, KAFB-0118,
KAFB-0119, KAFB-0121 , KAFD-015, KAFB-016,
KAFB-003 , the VA Hospital, Ridgecrest 3, and
Ridgecrest 5 to the map. The groundwater elevations
from the water supply wells (and KAFB-0519) should
not be used for contouring, but the elevation data must
be posted on the map

Non-concur: The monitoring well network is appropriate for
the site in terms ofRFI contaminant migration evaluations
and a Corrective Measures Study. The current water level
network being contoured provides adequate upgradient
control for Hydrogeologic evaluations in the ST-106/SS-I 11

area.
Shaw does not have contemporaneous access to water levels
in the water supply wells for the date and times that the water
levels are collected from the monitoring wells. As these data
are made available to Shaw, they are incorporated into the
overall database but the data are typically 6 to 12 months old
received by Shaw.

The Pennittee' s response is unacceptable.
The well coverage is not adequate which is why the NMED commented to add the
additional well data to the report. Modeling the groundwater flow domain cannot be
adequately accomplished without including additional data for monitoring wells and
production wells located further from the contaminant plumes.
Water levels for production wells give at least a general indication of drawdown that
surrounds the wells.
The Permittee controls all wells in the NMED comment except the VA Well and
Ridgecrest Wells #3 and 5. The Pennittee can utilize the most recent data it has
available for the VA Well and Ridgecrest Wells #3 and 5 when it can't obtain more
recent data. However, the VA and the WUA have been cooperative in the past and
have been willing to share data to assist with characterization and cleanup of the
contaminant plume.

Groundwater levels are currently
collected at KAFB-0 I I 8, KAFB-0 I 19,
KAFB-0121, and KAFB-510 and
included in Appendix E-2 of the
Quarter 3 CY 2013 Report and will
continue to be included in future
quarterly reports. Groundwater
stelevation maps in future quarterly
reports, starting with the First Quarter
2014 Quarterly Report, will be updated
to include these wells with elevations
only; the wells will not be included in
the contouring of groundwater
elevations.
Groundwater levels are not currently
collected at well KAFB-0519 as part of
the BFF project. This well is currently
included in groundwater monitoring as
part of the ECOS project. Groundwater
elevation data for this well will be
included on figures in the First Quarter
2014 Report; the well will not be
included in the contouring of
groundwater elevations.
The Permittee does not have access to
static groundwater elevations from the
water supply wells (VA Hospital,
Ridgecrest 3, Ridgecrest 5, and
ABCWUA Trumbell wells). Wells
KAFB 015, KAFB 016, and KAFB 3
are water supply wells on Kirtland
AFB . Collection of a static water level
would require shutting the wells down
and letting them recover. The amount
of time for recovery to a static water
level measurement is debated but may
take several weeks. Available data for
the production wells are included in
Appendices E-1 and E-2 in quarterly
reports.
Because this comment could have a
significant impact on NMED' s
acceptance of the RFI, CB&I requests
a meeting with NMED to resolve this
comment prior to submission of the
RFI for AF/USACE review or to
NMED.
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Figures7-8, 7-10

Figures, general

Section 5.2.1

There are several instances of cross sections in Section
7 that depict contaminant concentrations that do not
agree with contamination maps shown in Section S.
For example, Figure 7-8 shows EDB contamination
greater than 0.10 µg/L at well KAFB-10621 that
extends from the water table to below 4,800 ft
elevation, but Figure 5-13 shows contamination at the
water table to be 0.084 µg/L . Figure 7-8 also shows
EDB contamination greater than 0. 10 ppb at well
cluster KAFB-106085-86-87 that extends from the
water table to below 4,800 ft elevation, but Figure 513 shows water table contamination of0.062 µg/L
EDB at this cluster. And, Figure 7-10 depicts EDB at
the water table at well KAFB-10611 that is not
reflected in Figure 5-13 . The Permittee must resolve
these discrepancies between the maps and the cross
sections.

Non-concur: The contoured cross-sections are illustrating the
interpolated concentration contours based on specified wells
lying along the cross-section lines. The wells projected onto
the cross-section can reasonably have a concentration not
equivalent to the contour coloring depending on where the
well is located in physical space relative to the cross-section
line. On other words, the data plotted for well samples are
only relevant to their particular point location (XYZ) and not
to the projected location shown on the cross-sections.

Many figures have unrealistic or erroneous contours.
For example, the eastern side ofFigure4-5 at KAFB106139 shows a thin 500-ft-long " clean" layer at about
the 5,250 ft elevation, with no data that separates two
data points with values greater-than 500 ppmv. This
and other soil vapor and groundwater contamination
figures show greater than 50-ft vertical walls as sides
or edges of plumes, which, in reality, probably have a
more lens-like geometry. Correct the figures as
appropriate.

Non-concur: The groundwater and plume contours are drawn
using a standard interpolation technique. The selected method
of interpolation is the most robust for the data. None of the
contours are hand-drawn.

Section 5.2. 1, Groundwater Levels, 3rd bullet states
"'Field technicians measure water levels and fieldcheck to verify that measurements within a given
cluster are within plus or minus 0.5 ft. If not, they
then re-measure each water level in the cluster. This
QC evaluation is documented on the water level
measurement field form ." For clusters listed as having
a " no" flag qualifier attached to a well in
Appendix G-6, apparently only the well with this
qualifier was rechecked and not the other wells in the
cluster. Explain why the procedure in Section 5.2.1
was not followed

The Permittee' s response is inadequate. See #3 .

The Perrnittee' s response is inadequate. See #I concerning delaying addressing
problems until a future RFI report is submitted.
See #3 concerning presentation of a coherent three-dimensional conceptual site
model.

A more comprehensive, three-dimensional contouring model
will be applied for the Groundwater RFI Report.

Concur: Section 5.2. 1, bullet three of the First Quarter 2013

The Perrnittee' s response is unacceptable.

Report has been revised to include the following text: "Field
technicians measure water levels and field-check to verify that
measurements within a given cluster are within plus or minus
0.5 ft, or are similar to previous quarterly measurements. If
not, the field team will then re-measure the water level in the
well with the discrepancy.

The Permittee did not directly address the comment. Instead, the Permittee states that
that the procedure that was not followed is to be change (to a vague procedure) in a
subsequent quarterly report (which is not an appropriate mechanism to modify
procedures in a work plan).

The combination of monitoring well density. and quarters of
data for the site, the groundwater flow direction is well
documented. As a result, no individual data point is critical in
the hydrodynamic interpretation for the site. That said, the
field methods and forms will be reviewed to ensure agreement
with what has been documented in the auarterlv reoort text.
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It is possible that even a single data point can be critical. Errors must be corrected
when they are discovered .

Concur: Our hand-drawn cross
sections in Section 7 show
concentration contours but not exact
values due to projection of well data
onto the cross-section line. Cross
sections will be created using
RockWorks (or similar program) in
future quarterly reports, starting with
First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report,
and in the RFI reports, to ensure
consistency of concentration contours
between map views and cross sections.
Because this comment could have a
significant impact on NMED's
acceptance of the RFI, CB&I requests
a meeting with NMED to resolve this
comment prior to submission of the
RF( for AF/USACE review or to
NMED.
Concur: Our hand-drawn cross
sections in Section 7 show
concentration contours but not exact
values due to projection of well data
onto the cross-section line. Cross
sections .w ill be created using
RockWorks (or similar program) in
future quarterly reports, starting with
First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report,
and in the RFI reports, to ensure
consistency of concentration contours
between map views and cross sections.
Because this comment could have a
significant impact on NMED's
acceptance of the RFI, CB&I requests
a meeting with NMED to resolve this
comment prior to submission of the
RFI for AF/USACE review or to
NMED.
Concur: We will clarify if the recheck
needs to be on all wells within a cluster
with one anomalous well, or if only
needs to be the one well with an
anomalous reading, and submit an
addendum to the Groundwater
Investigation Work Plan if appropriate.

10

Section 5.2.1

Section 5.2 .1, Groundwater Levels, fifth bullet states
"Additionally, the Field Sampling Coordinator

Concur: In the event that the water levels within a cluster, or
within several wells in a close proximity, are universally

compares the measurements against the measurements differing more than 1 foot, water levels are not rechecked. A

11

Appendix G-6

from the preceding quarter. If any measurements/ail
a plus or minus /.0-:ft check, they are marked and
measured again the following day. This QC
evaluation is documented on the water level
measurement field form." Second quarter water level
measurements for most wells have water levels more
than a foot higher than first quarter 2012
measurements, yet NMED could not find evidence of
re•measurement in most of these wells. In the first
quarter, field personnel mentioned that if all wells in a
cluster were more than one foot off of the previous
level the wells are not flagged. This appears to be
contrary to the text describing the procedure in
Section 5.2. 1 and should be noted as a variance from
the QA Plan.
lt appears that some of the wells on the Quarterly
Water Levels Recheck Form in Appendix G-6 fail test
criteria ~ .5 ft within cluster or ~ l ft from last
reading) and some do not. Some are rechecked 5 days
after the initial reading (not the next day). Explain
why re-measuring is not being conducted in
accordance with the written procedure.
Some of the readings appear in the typed version of
the water level field measurements form and some do
not. Explain why some data are not recorded in the
typed version.
Explain the process for choosing which groundwater
elevation to use when multiple values are recorded .
Explain the meaning of the entry " anomalous.. which
is handwritten at certain wells on typed copies of the
water level field measurement forms presented in
Appendix G-6 .
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Section 5.2. 1

The last bullet of Section 5.2. 1 states "All
measurements (including re-measurements) are
entered into the database along with associated flags
noting that the QC checks were performed."
However, NMED notes, for example, that the remeasurement data for KAFB-106001 on l / 10/ 12 and
for KAFB-106049 on 4/4/12, KAFB-106077 on
4/3/12, and KAFB-106-087 on 4/4/12 are not in the
electronic file under Appendix E-2,
QTRl _ liquid_ level_2012. Indicate if all data are
included, as aooropriate.

universal change in the water level is often seen on a seasonal
basis. Section 5.2. 1 of the First Quarter 2013 Report will be
revised to clarify this procedure.

Concur: During First Quarter 2012, water level
measurements were recorded on Thursday , January 5lh 2013 .
The data was not QC'd until the following Monday, and rechecks were performed on January 10th . This was a onetime
occurrence. All subsequent water level measurement activities
have been conducted in accordance to the procedure outlined
in the quarterly report.

The Permittee's response is inadequate, See #9.

It takes little effort to re-measure water levels.
The statement in the response that reads "A universal change in water level is often
seen on a seasonal basis" argues for continuing water level measurements on a
monthly basis. See #5 .

The response is inadequate.

Concur: We will make sure all wells
are within 1 ft of their previous
quarterly reading and remeasure if they
are not, and include documentation of
remeasurement

The response did not explain in sufficient detail the means by which the data are
selected for generating contour maps.

Concur: We will identify what method
is used to determine which water levels
are used for the groundwater contour
map when there are several in future
quarterly reports starting with the First
Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report .

The response is inadequate. See #11 .

Please see response to #11 in this table.

Field data will be included in the final typed version of the
field measurement log and will be included in Appendix G-6
as part of the First Quarter 2013 Report .
When multiple groundwater elevations have been recorded,
they are plotted in GIS using geostatistical software, and
depending how they fall on the water level surface, one level
is chosen for use in groundwater level contour map.
The ..anomalous.. reading occurs when the water levels are
entered into the database, and the reading is > 1 foot from the
previous quarter. It is intended to notify the data entry
personnel to check the value they just entered. These
checkprints were mistakenly included in Appendix G-6, and
will be removed.
Concur: In previous quarterly reports, if multiple water levels
existed for a specific well, only one water level was selected
to be used in creation of the groundwater level contour map in
GIS . The water levels exported to Appendix E-2 were those
levels used in GIS only. The First Quarter 2013 Report will be
revised to include the complete water level database, and is
presented as Appendix E-2.
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See also # I concerning delaying addressing problems until a RFI report is submitted.
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General

Geophysical and geologic data are not being fully
integrated into the conceptual geologic model or

Non.concur: The cross-section lines and orientations are
based on NMED direction in the 6 August 2010 NMED letter.

The response is unacceptable. The cross sections required by NMEO in the August
2010 letter were chosen as a starting point at the beginning of the project when the

cross-sections. Include data from other KAFB wells,
the Veteran's Administration well and the Water

The orientation of line A to A• has been adjusted in the Fourth

lead regulatory oversight of the Bulk Fuels Facility Spill was transferred to the

Quarter 2012 report to incorporate the full length of the

Utility Authority (WUA) wells on cross-sections,

monitoring network and plume axis. The east-west oriented

Hazardous Waste Bureau. More data has since been acquired~therefore, additional
cross-sections must be prepared to facilitate understanding the geology, hydrology,
and contaminant migration in the subsurface. Additional cross-sections in the source
area are especially needed to enhance the conceptual site model, particularly with
respect to showing geologic controls and its effects on the distribution of
contaminants in the vadose zone from the point of release to the water table.

cross-sections directed by the NMED would not logically

wherever possible, to provide additional infonnation
for preparation of the geologic cross-sections. Because include a production well due to the distance between the well
and cross-section line.
the production wells in the area are deeper than the
monitoring wells, these wells may be the only source
for geologic infonnation for deeper parts of the
aquifer (geophysical logs are available for many of
these wells). Cross-section locations, which should
generally be oriented parallel and perpendicular to the

contaminant plwnes under investigation, must be
chosen by the Permittee based on current well
locations and data Cross-section density should be
increased in the source area.
16

Appendix F-1 ,
page Fl-3

Explain the apparent 30 ft shift in groundwater levels
at KAFB-016, Appendix F-1 , page Fl-3 (about
January 2007)

See also # I cc;mcerning delaying fixing problems until later reports are issued.

Concur: The VA Hospital well does
not have geophysical or soil boring
logs. The Pennittee has requested logs
from the ABCWUA but has not
received them. CB&I does have copies
of the geophysical logs for KAFB
production wells. The Pennittee will
make additional attempts to obtain
ABCWUA well logs and if sufficient
data are available, they will be
evaluated.

The response is unacceptable. See #J concerning delaying fixing problems until later
reports are issued. See also #1 concerning the reference to Permit Section 6.2.4.4.

was collected in 2007 by another

A detailed discussion of the geophysical logs, the results of

the three logs, and the interpretation into the conceptual site
model will be included in the Vadose Zone and Groundwater
RFI Reports. The content of the quarterly report, as currently

prepared, is in compliance with the permit requirements for a
periodic monitoring report per Section 6 .2.4.4 of the Kirtland
AFB RCRA Pennit.

Concur: Interpretations and a conceptual site model will be
developed as part of the Groundwater RFI Report . The

content of the quarterly report, as currently prepared, is in
compliance with the permit requirements for a periodic
monitoring report per Section 6.2 .4 .4 of the Kirtland AFB
RCRAPennit.

Nonconcur: The water level referenced
contractor, and CB&I cannot alter it.
KAFB-016 is a Kirtland water supply
well and it is possible that the 30 ft

different is a result of the pwnping rate
being used at this time. CB&I can only

speculate on the reason for the water
level difference. Current static water
level measurements are not being
collected as this is an actively used
oroduction well for Kirtland AFB.

20
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Appendix F-1
Appendix 1- 1

The number of graphs in Appendix F-1 may be
reduced. Instead of individual plots for each well,
graphs showing water level versus time for welts in
the same geographic area can be prepared so that
changes in water-level for a given well can be
assessed relative to that of the other wells shown on
the same plot.

Defer: The Pennittee requests clarification on what the
NMED defines as a "geographic area " No changes will be
made at this time to the water level hydrographs included in
the quarterly reports.

Non.-concur: FWV 4 was not included in subsequent
Quarterly Reports, because NMED was aware of the issue, as
discussed in the June 29, 201 I meeting, and requested that the
information originally documented included in FWV 4 be
Appendix 1-1 , Field work variances, contains four
variances, FWV-1 , 2, 3, and 7. Other quarterly reports addressed in the main text of the quarterly report for KAFB106041 (dry well). Discussion of the dry well is included in
have presented other variances. For example, the
Section 3.2.2.1 of the First Quarter 2013 Report . Reference to
December pre-remedy quarterly report included FWYthe Field Work Variance has been removed from Section
4 . FWV-4 exhibited a number of problems including
3.2.2.1.
lack of appropriate signatures, omissions and what
appear to be typographical mistakes. For example in
FWY 5 was not included in Appendi x I, because NMED
FWV-4, the first sentence of the Recommended
directed the Permittee to submit a letter, at a later date,
Solution on page 2 of2 is " The Shaw technical team
documenting how the sample locations were handled near
recommends collecting a minimum of one quarter of
areas of subsurface high voltage lines. FWV 6 was as not
monitoring data from the 5 closest groundwater
submitted for signature; the content of this FWV will be

monitoring well clusters: GWM-8, GWM-8, GWM-10, documented in the letter, as directed by the NMED.
and GWM-28." Clarify whether there are 3, 4, or 5
well clusters being recommended.
Additionally, in FWV-4, there is a section on page I
called ..recommended solution" which has one
solution and a section on page 2 called " recommended
solution" which lists two possible solutions: a
recommended solution and an "altemal" (alternative?)
proposed solution. The recommended solution on
page I is the "altemal'' solution on page 2. QNQC
Field Work Variance Forms should be free of errors,
present final decisions, and have appropriate
signatures.
The Permittee must explain why Variances 4, 5 and 6
were removed from Appendix I of the April 12, 2012,
KAFB Quarterly Pre-Remedy Monitoring and Site
Investigation Report for October - December 2011 ,
Kirtland AFB Bulk Fuels Facility (SS-111 , ST-106).

21

The comment suggesting that the number of graphs in Appendi x F-1 may be reduced
was merely that - a suggestion meant to improve the ability to assess changes in
water-level for a given well relative to that of the other wells shown on the same plot.
Additionally, NMED was attempting to respond to the Permittee' s complaints
concerning reducing the number of pages of information that must be submitted for
each report.

Concur: We can combine graphs of
water levels in some wells to compare
trends over time more effectively. This
will be done for the First Quarter 2014
Quarterly Report and future quarterly
reports.

The response concerning Appendix I is inadequate. The Permittee did not clarify
whether there are 3, 4, or 5 well clusters being recommended for collecting a
minimum of one quarter of data.

The field work variance comments
were discussed in prior meetings

with the NMED and we consider this
matter closed.
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AppendixJ2

Figure Appendix J2-13, Lithology and TPH Soil, East- Non-toncur: The soil investigation near the FFOR is still

The response is inadequate. See #1 .

reported yet as it is incomplete. Once the FFOR soil

Nonconcur: The 2002 data is 12 years
old and was collected shortly after the
leak was repaired . During the past 12

(FFOR) and indicates the soil at the rack exhibit little

investigation is complete, the findings will be included in the

years it is likely that "barometric

TPH contamination. Previous reports submitted by
the Permittee showed much higher levels ofTPH in

quarterly reports. The results of the soil sampling at FFOR
will be included in the First Quarter 2013 Report, along with a

pumping "and natural attenuation have

West Cross-Sections G-G' provides no soil anaJytical
data from beneath the former fuel offioading rack

ongoing. The data from this investigation has not been

reduced shallow soil and vapor

the soil beneath the FFOR (see for example Figure 2-2 discussion outstanding actions to complete the soil
investigation and interim measure.
of the Stage 2 Abatement Work Plan for the Soil
Vapor Extraction Pilot Test at the Bulk Fuels Facility
A
site conceptual model, that integrates available site data
(ST-106), December 11 , 2002). The Permittee must
(including FFOR soil data), will be generated and discussed in
explain this difference and use all available data for

site characterization that isn 1t rejected for quality
control purposes.

concentrations. Shallow soil sampling
completed during Quarter 3 CY 2013

has delineated the soil contamination in
the vicinity of the FFOR and these data

have been incorporated into the RFI .
Soil vapor cross sections and vapor
plume maps show the contamination in

the Vadose Zone and Groundwater RFI Reports. The content
of the quarterly report, as currently prepared, is in compliance
with the permit requirements for a periodic monitoring report

the vicinity of the FFOR, but do not

indicate contamination concentrations
as high as earlier samples found in this
area. Additional contamination in the
vadose zone at depth would be
reflected in soil vapor sampling, which
provides an indication of the relative
concentrations of contaminants over a
wide area.

per Section 6.2 .4.4 of the Kirtland AFB RCRA Permit.

Text will be revised to clarify the

distribution of contaminants in soil and
soil vapor.
Because this comment could have a
significant impact on NMED's
acceptance of the RFI, CB&I requests
a meeting with NMED to resolve this

comment prior to submission of the
RF! for AF/USACE review or to
NMED.
19

Appendix J-1

Appendix J-1, Plate J-10, TPH Soil Concentration for

Geologic Cross -Section A-A' indicates the presence
of soil contamination about 150 ft deep in
groundwater beneath KAFB-106081 . The Permittee

must explain the occurrence of the soil contamination
at that depth below the water table.

Non-concur: The elevated TPH is caused by a TPH-DRO of
122 mg/Kg in the 600-617 foot soil sample in well KAFB-

The response is inadequate. See # 1, and 3.

I06081 .The contoured cross-sections are illustrating the
interpolated concentration contours based on specified wells
lying along the cross-section lines. The wells projected onto
the cross-section can reasonably have a concentration not
equivalent to the contour coloring depending on where the
well is located in physical space relative to the cross-section
line. In other words, the data plotted for well samples are only

Concur: We will review the cross
section in question and provide an
explanation and/or corrected
information (if applicable) in the First
Quarter 2014 Quarterly Report.

relevant to their particular point location (XYZ) and not to the

projected location shown on the cross-sections.
A site conceptual model, that integrates available site data,
will be generated and discussed in the Vadose Zone and

Groundwater RFI Reports. This includes source
determination(s). The content of the quarterly report, as

currently prepared, is in compliance with the pennit
requirements for a periodic monitoring report per
Section 6.2.4.4 of the Kirtland AFB RCRA Permit.
20

Appendix J-1

Appendix J-_I , There are multiple figures with the
Concur: Cross-section figure numbers will be corrected
same number designation in Appendix J-1 . Correct the in the First Quarter 2013 Report and are included as
Appendix J-1 .
figures as aooropriate

22

The response is inadequate. See #1 concerning delaying addressing problems until a
RFI report is submitted.

Comment noted.
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Appendix J-1

Appendix K-1
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Appendix L

24

Appendix L
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Appendix L

Appendix J-1, Explain the occurrence of the two areas
of EDS contamination of at least 150 foot thickness in
groundwater on Appendix J-1 Figure J-10 that does
not appear on Figure 5-15.

Noo~oncur: As explained in the text, the figures in Section 5

of the report are generated using 2D contouring methods. The
cross-sections in Appendix J are created using 3D data
interpolation methods. A consistent 3D data interpolation
method will be used in the RFI report to generate plume maps
and cross-sections.
Appendix Kl, PTS Lab Soil and NAPL Analysis
Concur: For grain size analysis, the laboratory used ASTM
D422M, for hydraulic conductivity AP! RP40/EPA 9100, and
Results, Hyd _ Cond _ Porosity_ GrainSize_ foe, Sieve
Analysis, 41516_2, first page, lists the classification of for effective porosity Modified ASTM D425 was used .
Section 5.5.Iofthe First Quarter 2013 Report will be updated
the grain-size analysis sample for KAFB-106030 at
475ft depth as gravel. Because more than 50% of the to include the following discussion: " Method ASTM D422M,
sample is sand, the USCS/ASTM classification would standard test method for particle size, was used in the sieve
analysis and covers the quantitative detennination of the
not be gravel. Other such examples exist. Describe
distribution of particle size in soils. The ASTM-USCS
the soil classification system used by the laboratory.
determination is made based off of the mean, using the Trask
c.raohical statistic eauation."
Appendix L, Radius of Influence Test Report, Section Concur: The referenced section of Appendix L will be
corrected in the First Quarter 2013 Report .
4.1.2, last sentence, page L-20 states "The results for
the data analysis are presented in Section 4 .6." There
A full discussion of the ROI testing and results, including
is no section 4 .6. Correct as appropriate.
integration into a site conceptual model, will be included in
the Vadose Zone RFI Report . The content of the quarterly
report, as currently prepared, is in compliance with the permit
requirements for a periodic monitoring report per
Section 6.2 .4 .4 of the Kirtland AFB RCRA Permit.
The March 2011 Interim Measures Work Plan, Section Non-toncur: A full discussion of the ROI testing and results,
including integration into a site conceptual model, will be
4 .6.11 , states "The data from the ROI testing will be
contoured across the testing area." No such figure was included in the Vadose Zone RF! Report. The content of the
quarterly report, as currently prepared, is in compliance with
found in the Quarterly Report. Explain how the
the permit requirements for a periodic monitoring report per
Permittee plans to determine effective ROI at higher
Section 6.2.4.4 of the Kirtland AFB RCRA Permit.
vacuums to help design the soil vapor extraction
system.
For the Radius oflnfluence test, provide a graph for
Non-toncur: A full discussion of the ROI testing and results,
including integration into a site conceptual model, will be
each long term test by plotting the radial distance of
included in the Vadose Zone RFI Report. The content of the
each observation well from the test well aJong the xaxis against the observed vacuum response (corrected quarterly report, as currently prepared, is in compliance with
the permit requirements for a periodic monitoring report per
for barometric pressure) along the y-axis for each
Section 6. 2.4.4 of the Kirtland AFB RCRA Permit.
deoth being monitored.
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The response is inadequate. See #I and #3.

Comment noted.

The Permittee admits that the software being utilized to generate quarterly reports
does not generate a coherent three-dimensional site conceptual model.

The response is inadequate.

If the description is based on a statistic that deviates from USCS specifications, then
remove the term " ASTM-USCS" from the column heading and instead label the
column "Trask Classification of Soil Type" or a similar relevant heading.

Concur: We will clarify which
methods are used by the lab and
evaluate differences from the
USCS/ASTM classification. QC lab
data and review the labs QC packages.

Also, the Pennittee should provide a description of the Trask nomenclature for soil
types.

The response is inadequate. See # I concerning delaying addressing problems until a
RFI report is submitted.

Because this comment could have a
significant impact on NMED' s
acceptance of the RF!, CB&! requests
a meeting with NMED to resolve this
comment prior to submission of the
RF! for AF /USACE review or to
NMED.

The response is inadequate. See # I concerning delaying addressing problems until a
RFI report is submitted. See also # I concerning the reference to the Permit Section
6.2.4.4.

Because this comment could have a
significant impact on NMED's
acceptance of the RF!, CB&! requests
a meeting with NMED to resolve this
comment prior to submission of the
RFI for AF/USACE review or to
NMED.

The response is inadequate. See #24.

Concur: CB&! agrees that evaluating
vacuum with distance from the test well
is a valid means of measuring ROI .

26

ES, Page E-3

The Executive Summary, Page ES-3 , 2nd bullet, states
" ... the ROI within the BFF is most likely between 220
and 300 horizontal ft using the cu"ent SVE system" .
Of the three 5-day tests discussed, only one test,
5DTKAFB I 06149-484, had an interpreted ROI in that
range (page 3-35). The Quarterly Report indicates
that test 5DKAFBI06121-450 had an interpreted ROI
of about 75-95 fl (p. 3-36), and results section for test
SDTSVEW-01 stated " No meaningful conclusions
about the ROI of extraction well SVEW-5 can be made
from this analysis of the data." Clarify whether ROI
estimates are solely based on the well with the highest
numbers.

Nooconcur: Direction was given by
Steve Reuter (NMED) to develop ROI

Non.concur: ROI estimates are based on two factors: the five

The response is inadequate and does not directly address the comment whether the

day test at KAFB-106149 (5DTKAFBI06149-484) and SVE
monitoring, which was conducted during Second through

ROI estimates are solely based on the well with the highest numbers.

Fourth Quarter 2012. During the SVE monitoring, vacuum
pressure was measured in the nine PneuLog wells while all
SVE systems were in operations, giving the ROI of the entire

SVE is an in-situ remediation process designed to remove VOCs from unsaturated
zone soils by inducing air flow through the soil pores. VOCs partition into the air
stream as it passes through the soil pores, and the air containing VOCs is

stated in the NMEl)..approved SVE
Pilot Test Work Plan (Section 3.1,
thirteenth bullet), " Vacuum in inches of

system during operation (discussed in Section 3.2.9).

subsequently extracted at the SVE wellheads.

water versus distance from the test well
plotted on semi-log paper to estimate
the vacuum radius of influence on the
long duration pilot tests". We are open
to discussing what vacuum level to use

estimates using applied vacuums and is

In general, the conceptual design of a SVE system is based upon extracting vadose
zone air from a well at a sufficient rate to cause a pore air flushing rate of 2,000 to
3,000 pore volume exchanges per year. (EPA, Region 5, Sept 2011 ).

Detennining ROI for the extraction wells is only part of the information needed to
achieve pore-volume-exchange rates that will remediate vadose zone contamination
in a reasonable time frame. SVE well spacing is also critical to achieving a reasonable
remediation timeframe.
The EPA stresses using a 2-0 analytical air flow model to detennine pore volume
exchanges per year and SVE rates at the wellheads.

to define the ROI (e.g., 0 .2 in or 0.3 in
or 0.5 in WC).

Because this comment could have a
significant impact on NMED's
acceptance of the RFI, CB&I requests
a meeting with NMED to resolve this

comment prior to submission of the
An adequate pilot test is also necessary to:

0

Develop full-scale SVE design parameters, including well-to-well spacing,
wellhead flow rates and vacuum/pressures,
Demonstrate contaminant mass removal rates achievable with SVE

0

Confirm the most effective operational configuration using combinations of

0

RFI for AF/USACE review or to
NMED.

technology ; and
SVE and air injection wells.

Without infonnation on extraction rates, pore-volume exchange rates, and adequate
pilot test results, one cannot estimate the time span for cleanup, or assess if
contamination distant from an SVE well could be expected to be adequately
27

General,
Appendices E-1
and E-2

The continued submittal of the databases (Appendices

Concur: Appendices E-1 and E-2 will be revised in the First
Quarter 2013 Report to include a separate tab in each

E-1 and E-2) is the mechanism to correct earlier
spreadsheet that documents corrections, in tabular fonn, that
mistakes in data. Mistakes have previously been
pointed out to the Pennittee (see for example comment have been made to the applicable appendices.
30 in the August 17, 2011 , letter from NMED). Each

remediated.
The response is inadequate. See # I concerning delaying addressing problems until a
RFI report is submitted.
Furthermore, the repots need an ongoing errata sheet so that corrected data are
identified and where such data can be found in the report in which they are included.

Concur: We will verify that exports
from the database each quarter have the

requested corrections/updates, and
develop a way to track/list them as
requested.

quarterly report should contain a table listing or text
describing what data have been corrected, if anv.
28

Figures 5-42
through 5-63

The stiff diagrams (Figures 5-42 through 5-63) should
be posted on a map(s) at the sample locations (wells)

Concur: Four additional figures will be included

each diagram represents.

to depict stiff diagrams at the locations of each well. The four
figures grouped by shallow, intermediate, deep, and regional
zones in the aquifer.

(Figures 5-64 through 5-67) in the First Quarter 2013 Report

The response is inadequate; the required maps were not provided. See also # I
concerning delaying addressing problems until a RFI report is submitted.

Nonconcur: Stiff diagrams are a
graphicaJ representation of the major
ion composition of a water sample and
can be used to qualitatively evaluate
potential sources, mixing, and flow
paths for groundwater. In the case of
the groundwater at BFF, there are

multiple other datasets that provide
infonnation for flow path analyses,
including fully calibrated, three-

dimensional fate and transport
groundwater model. Showing stiff
diagrams on maps for the plume
location will not provide significant
additional technical infonnation for
infonnine: remediation decisions.
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Appendix E-1

In Appendix E-1 , describe the difference between
column X-V ALIDATION_ QUALIFIER, column AGQUALIFIER, and column AH-QUALIFIER_ORJG,
and which one should be used

Concur: The protocol should be Validation Qualifier is used
if it exists. If not, the Qualifier should be used .

The response is inadequate. It does not describe the difference in the column
headings.

Concur: One column is the laboratory
provided qualifier (column AH).

Column AG is a transcription of the
laboratory qualifier using CB&I 's
qualifier codes. Column X is the
qualifier we add during the validation
process (if the qualifier put in by the

34

Appendix E-1

In Appendix E-1 , describe if a blank in columns AG

and AH signifies the same thing as •-=.. or something

Concur: The NMED is correct, blank columns AG and AH
signify the same thing as "="'.

The response is inadequate.

lab is incorrect). We will explain that in
the database, or provide a cover sheet
that explains the column headings in
the database.
Comment Noted.

The Permittee should fill in the blanks so that it is obvious that a qualifier has not

else

been mistakenlv omitted.
35
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Appendi x E-1

Appendix E-1

In Appendix E-1 , describe what is column NVALIDATED_BY is referring to and why it is
aenerallv blank.
Appendix E-1 lists many soil samples as collected
from a 50-ft interval (example, benzene form KAFB106130 at 351-ft start depth and 400-ft end depth) .
State if the sample is a composite of 50 ft length, or be
more specific at what depth the sample was collected.

Concur: If it is blank, then no validator initials were entered

The response is inadequate. Clarify the response as it suggests that some data are not

with the data

validated.

Concur: The depth interval for the samples collected can be
found on the respective borehole log. For KAFB-106130, the
351 ft bgs sample was collected from the interval 398.5 to 400
feet bgs. Please refer to the borehole log in Appendix D-1 . As

The response is inadequate. See # I concerning delaying addressing problems until a
RFI report is submitted.

an oversight, the soil sample collection logs were omitted

log to find such data.

Comment Noted.

Comment Noted.

Furthermore, it is both inefficient and unreasonable to have to refer to each borehole

from the Second Quarter 2012 Report but have been included
37

Appendix E- 1

Appendix E-1, in column T, labeled
PARAMETER_ORJG, there are entries such as
APPENDIX A, FINAL WORKPLAN FOR SITE
INVESTIGATION AT SITES 6, 7 AND 17, CLEAR
AFS, OCT 2005; CASTLE AIRPORT LONG TERM
GRDWfR SAMPLING PROO SUPPLEMENTAL
QAPP,CASTLEAIRPORT,MERCED, CA-OCT
20; APP 8- DRAFf SITE 5 INVESTIGATION
QAPP ADDENDUM FOR PETERSON AFB- JUL
2005 ; BASEWIDE QAPP FOR MAXWELL
AFB/GUNTER ANNEX ERP, 2004; and QAPP FOR
KING SALMON AIR STATION, ALASKA, 2004.

in subseouent reoorts.
Concur: These are the original parameter names in the
ERPIMS database received by Shaw. We presumed that there
was a mix-up in the valid values lookup somewhere in the
data processing so we used the CAS NOs. to provide the

The response is unclear, and thus, inadequate. Is the Permittee submitting data that

Concur: We will verify that exports

are not related to the Bulk Fuels Facility Spill?

from the database each quarter have the
requested corrections/updates, and

develop a way to track/list them as

Parameter names used in the table.

requested.
Note that the specific data listed in this
comment was collected in 2002 by
CH2M Hill. The ERP!Ms database
was provided to CB&! by AFCEC and

due to the nature of the database, CB&I
does not have the ability to correct/edit
data from previous contractors.

Exolain these entries.
38

Appendix N

Appendix N, PneuLog Evaluation Report, is marked

as a "Preliminary Draft Report" Indicate when the

Concur: Appendix N, Pneulog Evaluation Report, will be
finalized and included in the First Quarter 2013 Report.

final report will be submitted to the NMED.
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The response is inadequate. See # I concerning delaying addressing problems until a
RFI report is submitted.

Comment Noted.
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General

NMED is aware that pumping test data and
Concur: Historical well details for the requested production
geophysical logs have been generated for at least some wells has been provided and included in Appendix D.
Kirtland production wells, and all of the production
wells likely have construction logs. Submit all such
available data for production wells KAFB-1 KAFB-2
KAFB-3 , KAFB-7, KAFB-14, KAFB-15, KAFB-16,
and KAFB-20.

indic:ales•-
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The response is inadequate.
NMED did not find the requested information in Appendix D of the first Quarter
2013 quarterly report.

Concur: The VA Hospital well does
not have geophysical or soil boring
logs. The Permittee has requested logs
from the ABCWUA but has not
received them. CB&I do have copies of
the geophysical logs for KAFB
production wells. The Permittee will
make additionaJ attempts to obtain
ABCWUA well logs and if sufficient
data are available, they will be
evaluated.

